I).

PARK,

Κ Κ KM Ε

MAIM,

SOUTH PARIS,
v; my J«»t work warranted.
H. P.

|K.

j

JONKS,

Dentist,
MAINS

ViKWAT,
j®.

Hour»—9 to 13—1 to 4.

e

ρ

r.

SMITH,

Attorney at Law,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Collections

Heme Block.
■

pBRICK

Specialty

a

A PABK.

Pianos

practical agricultural topl< ·

listed declared the place

was

worthless,

ROUNDS,
neighboring tenant farmer, who
AND
finally confessed that he had never
worked on the farm and all the knowlDentist,
edge be had of it was from the outside,
NORWAY, ME.
asserted that even an umbrella could not
iiATUAWAT Block,
be "raised" on it, it was so poor.
iltf
«Hour*—* to 12— 1 to 5.
I had about determined that I did not
care to invest "my money in a locality
where land was so poor when an interested friend advised me to consult a very
man who owned
Second hand Pianos and Organs practical and successful
a farm in the same community and close
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
Two square by the property in question. I did so,
for sale at a bargain.
A telling him what others were saying
I will sell at low price.
about the place. I shall always rememI
will
lot of second hand organs that
ber his answer: "Mr. Markham, you
Come in and are a stranger here, but does it not seem
sell at any old
to you that that place is
a little

Organs

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

Stoves,

Hardware,

and Ranges.

Pipe Repairing,

Kinds of

Lead

and Iron.

Taxidermist,

L censed
Tempi· Street,

rear

Masonic Block,
NORWAY.

T"ephone Connection.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

Lowest Prices in Oxford County.
NORWAY, MAINE.
A Reliable

Remedy

FOR

CATARRH

Ely's Cream Balm
quickly

aa*o-tx»o

Gt»·» Wti#t at One·.

It ιΊνωυκ·!*, aoothea,
L«<ùa and protects
diseased uieuit-e
me resultiug fro in Catarrh and driven
Restores
»
iy a Cold ui the Head qui<kly.
Full size
e Senne* of Taste and SmelL
40 eta. at Druggist* or by mail. Liquid
I'ream Halm for use iu atomizers 73 eta.
L-lv Brothers. 50 Warren Street, New York.
α

Men Wanted.

=vS:v

or
Be a Chauffeur
Automobile Engineer.

-^βί/++ZS

"■''V_

to
We need men
train, In three weeks,
to Hi' weekly.
for poatUun* paying
Easy
work. abort hour*. Kent Spring positions now.
l>rl»lng ami Garage work. Klve year» of eue<··».
PORTLAND At TO CO..
Write now.

i'ortlaad, Maine

Κ. IV. (

UA.VDIiKIt,

Builders' Finish !
will furnlah DOORS and WINDOWS of any
-lie or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of KlnUh for Inside 01
Uuuide work, «end In your order·. Pine Lum
jer lad Shingle· on hand Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing
Matched 1'lne

K.

W.

and Job Work.

Sheathing for Sale.

CHANDLER,

Maine.

Wen Sumner.

15

years

maker

expert Watch-

with

Bigelow,

Kennard 4Co., Boston.
All Work

Guaranteed.
A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.
(iE.n#,
With

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AMD JKWELBY.

Optometrist I'annenter, Norway, Me.

Men Wanted
learn Auto driving aod repairing.
Beat
Thorough mechanical training.
Spring positions will open soon. We can
double your salary. Particulars free.

to

HAMLIN-FOSTKR AUTO CO.,
464-450 Ροφ St., Portland, Me.

d-tf

Pulp Wood Wanted.
Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
43tf

Eastern Steamship Company.
Between Portland and Botton.

'•re

eat

way

|1.M.

Round Trip f J.OO

^ •amabip.» BAY STATE and RANSOM B. FULLER leave Frank:in Wharf,
Portland, weak day· at 7 p. u. Sundays
8 p. u.
Day trip· to Boaton, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 7 a. u.

Returning
Leave Central Wharf, Boston, daily

*t 7 P. M.

Day trips

to

Portland, leave India

Wharf Monday, Wednesday and Friday,

9 a. u.

Through ticket· on sale at
railroad station·.

principal

J. P. LISCOMB, General Agent,

Portland,

Sheathing.

Spruce
>5ti

price.

them.

Me.

and fir. For sale by
J. A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

peculiar

some
poor when it is surrounded by
of the best farms in this section?" Then
be went on to say that he should hate to
think that he himself owned and had
a farm
spent so much good money on
only one farm removed from such a
worthless place. "I do not like," said
this man of sense, "to have neighbors to
that is for eaie begin to run it
a
so

BECOME

DANGEBOCS—HOW

TO

CARE FOB HIM.

There la an old saying among stockmen, "Never take any chances with a
bull." This is wise with dairy bails as
with those of beef breeds. All mnst be
handled with care. Any bull at some
unexpected moment may injure or kill
any person he meets.
The bull as a rule never become vicious until he has attained his age, and
some have never been known to give
trouble. But very tame ones sometimes
turn out to be most dangerous. By
securing the dairy bull as a calf and
handling carefully he may be raised with
a small amount of trouble, and perhaps
never do any damage.
Ey instinct most
male animals will fight with provocation,
and they resent annoyance from dogs or
Never permit any one to
human beings.
annoy the bull, either as a calf or as an
animal. Poking or "teasing"
adult
them will make them mad and resentful.
Avoid going, or allowing any one to go,
in the pasture or lot with red or highly
colored clothing. A boy with a red
sweater must stay out of the bull pasture.
Pit a good strong ring in the bull's
noee, and never attempt to lead even the
gentlest one without having a lead staff
snapped in the nose ring. This insures

safety.

If there are no good dairy bulls in the
immediate neighborhood it will pay any
dairyman with more than half a dozen
He can
cows to own a pure bred male.
be purchased reasonably cheap as a calf;
his
outside service fees will pay
keeping,
and good grade dairy stock can be secur-

catalog.

W.J.Wheeler,

MUADEL1NΕ

I

"Was he the feller with the curls?"
asked Hutcbeus.
"Hees hair war lak ze wing of ze
raven"—
"A raven Is the sama as a crow.
Isn't It?" asked Silas.

A Romantic

THAT HE MAT

But

Story

a

Matter of Fact Man

Spoiled It

By WILLARD COOK
ί
A

number of

men

were

around a trading post In upper CanaJacques Trudeau, Jules

da. There was
and

Marier

others.

Including

had comj up to trade miscellaneous
articles for furs. Jacques Trudeau had

being a great story teller.
evening In winter, when

her way zere before ze enow comet
down too thick

Often of an
the day was ended,
the trading
those living near his store would drop
In. gather about the stove, get out

adventure, surprises and escapee. But

these were flavored with that rhapsody
which the French people love so welL

On this particular evening Jacques,
having been called upon for a story,
ohose an especially romantic subject.

voice of Clarissa Brewerton replies:
"•Who is It?1

There Is one feature of the civil war
that has never been written np.
1 refer to the railroads. They were

I

j

j
search

here with his daughter
He bring gold monies to buy
furs.
Be was ver' fine gentleman indeed, and his daughter Mees Brewerton was ver" fine young lady. Madeup

moiselle she haf nothing to do here, so
her father, while he buy furs to tak

te.icher nunicd Antoine Brisson to
teach Mees Brewerton to usç skils.
Antoine Brisson he ver' fine looking
His face handsome, his
young man.

"One dny she went out on her sklis
with her rifle to set her traps, and nobodies knew she haf gone. That war
Eet be
«!β day of ze great blizzard.
gin to snow at 4 o'clock in ze afternoon, and In half an hour ze flakes
come down twisted by ze wind so they
make one person dizzy. At 0 o'clock
Meester Brewerton come in for his
supper and ask for his daughter. Then
he learn she Is not at home, and he
vei* much scare, for he t'lnks she go
set her traps and not get back for
storm.
"He cal! on Antoine Brlsson and
Edouard Itubidoux and Pierre Garnier and say: 'You go find my daughter. Go by different woys. and whoever brings her home to me i glf him

ce

hundred pounds.'
"Thees men go outside, and Brlsson
say. Ί go to ze nearest trap, and Rubidouz say, 'No: I go to ze nearest trap.
Too go to one of ze udder traps.' And
Gamier he say. 'Which trap 1 go to?"
And Brisfion say, 'You go to ze third
trap.' And Garnler eay: 'No; I go to
I got more chance to
ze second rrnp.
find ze lady.' Then they all talk &.
once, each man talking louder than m
adder man. and"—

"Was It snowln' all this timer* ask-

ed Hutchins.
"Snow? Eet

harder all ze
time. Blmeby Brlsson he dash off in
two
one direction and ce udders In
different ways, and all disappear la ze
wùlrllng enow flakes. Zey all know
where ze traps are. and one go to one
But
trap and anudder to anndder.
by thees time eet grow dark, and eet
But they
was hard to flnd ze way.
all were nsed to go In ze dark like
snow

animals, and thees does not make
much difference.
"Meester Brewerton he wnlk up and
He
dowu luk a bear much worried.
tlnk he nor git bees daughter back no
more and she freeze to death under ze
Nlue o'clock come, and nobody
suow.
comes—U comes, and Garnler he
of
comes and says he flnd nothings
ze

so

Mees Clarissa and he fear she freeze
At 12 o'clock Rubidoui be
to death
come In stiff with ze cold and haf not
found ze young lady. Then Meester
Brewerton he say all my hope li In

Antoine Brlsson."

arose was

in a campaign.
next problem

the

And
that

bow to bold them and the

tion of the road.
Before

repeating

a

story that

was

embankment The effort bad failIn a few minutes we thought no
The deaths we missed
more about It.
and were constantly missing counted
an

ed.

I

zls noble man."
"Seems to me." remarked Hutchlm
"If I'd been the skll teacher I'd rath··
nave had mv life than the monument
"Ze monument great honor."
"What Income o' the girl?" asked

tor nothing. Now for the story.
"One morning at daybreak." said the
narrator, "after α forced march we
struck one of the main railroad arteries in the southwest and captured a
lot of rolling stock. My captain told
me that the general bad called for
those of the command who bad been
engineers, conductors and

rullway

trainmen, and I, being an engineer,
was to report at once at headquarters.
I did so. The general asked me a few
questions about my experience and told
me to report for duty to Captain Benton. who had been appointed railway
superintendent. 1 was given an engine
1 and hauled troops to the eastern end
of the road, which they occupied.
"It was about two weeks after this
ί
that the superintendent told me to re
In person to the general. I did so.

port

I

caught.

element

taken

engine.

it?"
hair fall ou his shoulders in long black couldn't light
\t this Interruption Trudeau looked
His
fur
his
under
cap.
from
curls
matter of fact Yankee trium
buckskin suit show a divine figure at the
lak ze Apollo Belvedere statue. When pbantly.
'Mees
-I come to zat." he said.
he speuk his voice was lak bass notes)
Brewerton found notting in ze cabin
of ze orgun."
her warm, and ze cold grew
"See here. Trudeau." interrupted to keep
more and more bitter. She feared to
Hutchins. "wasn't there some danger
do
go to sleep, but at last was about to
ο them two fallin' in love and puttin'
she see man's face look In ze
when
so
trouble?"
o'
the ole man to a heap
of ze window above ze snow. Eet
The story teller and the listeners sit- top
was zat noble skii teacher. Antoine
ting uround the stove all looked up reBrisson.
proachfully at the Yankee. They knew
"Antoine alwaye carry match to light
that there was bound to be a love afHe hand Clarissa ze box,
hees pipe.
fair between these two. but they
fire. She ask Antoine
wished t<> have It developed In good and she light ze
to come in and warm himself. He say
a
not
did
deign
Trudeau
form.
story
must stay zare one. two. mebreply, and when they had ail recovered no. she
He not compromise her
from the shock of the interruption he be free day.
name
by
going in. She tell him
good
without
chauglng
continued his story
die if he not come in. 'Ver* well.
Id the slightest the lines he had laid he
mademoiselle.' he say. Ί die for your
down for Its construction:
1 love you so much.'
"Meester Brewerton he wish his sake;
"Antoine he dig hole in ze snow outhe
enSo
to
learn
to
trap.
daughter
side. and we look for him. We find him
teach her
gage Kdouard Uuhldoux to
in ze hole, but ze cold had frozen him.
Thees Kubidoux he ver' handsome
"
He was dead
man too. He haf eye lak the eagle"—
exclamations from all
were
There
"Hook jioseV" interrupted the Yanlisteners expressive of admiration
the
kee.
for this noble act except the Yankee.
"No. Rjirp Why you ask znt?"
"Wasn't he the least bit squeamish.'
"Eaiiles have 'em. Go on with your
he remarked.
yarn."
"No. no. Rf he stay zere Mees Brew"So Ilrisson he teach Mees Clarissa
erton reputation gone forever."
to walk on sklis In ze morning, and In
"How would It have been if there'd
ze afternoon Itubidoux set ze traps
an ohi woman with em, blind
for her. and another young man name been
said Silas.
Peter Gnrnler some time teach her to and deaf?"
No one p»id any attention to this
shoot ze rifle. Thees way Meester
on French etiquette
Brewerton try to gif hees daughter satirical reflation
continued:
somethings to do that she not be lonely and Trudeau
"When they tell Mees Brewerton
Id ze dark Canada woods in ze winter,
tier
war dead she faint,
when everyt'ing covered with snow. znt Antoine
but Antoine
was saved,
She learn to shoot ver' flue and skli reputation
had given his life for eet Zey carrv
ver* tine, and Bhe know how to set
her home to her ladder, and he war
auudder
kill
a
she
bear,
trap. Une day
When zey
wild with ioy to see her.
day ehe kill a deer, and In ze tmps she
of how ze noble Antolw
catch enough mink zat her fadder say hear ze story
fees life for hees daughters
he tak ze skins to Montreal and haf hat given
reputation te weep many tears. Then
them made Into cloak for her."
"How much did he save." asked Silas he say:
"1 glf ze hundred pounds 1 prom
Hutchins. "on the Montreal price?"
Ί dunno. Mees Brewerton want a lsed as η reward to saving m^
cloak made of ze skins she trapped daughter to build fine monument to

home somebody
what she shoot.
go out In thees
and In ze morning she go again to see what she haf

when

to find a match or to Btrlke a
at night
Suddenly 1 saw the engispark, but zere was no match, and she I neer reverse the wheels, then, pale as
could not strike a spark."
a ghost, wait for something terrible
1 felt a Jolt, and the en"See here. Trudeau." put in allas. I to happen.
"You've got this yarn Into a tlx where I gineer at once recovered his courage,
tie bod seen a tie wedged in between
you can't unravel it You said the gal
How the the rails with a view to throwing our
made η fire, didn't you?
dickens was there a fire when she locomotive off the tracks and down

all togedder
treal !"o sell, wish to And amusement
So he get a young skll
for her.

and when she come
go out and bring In
Efery afternoon she
way to set her traps,

portant

hoped

time down to Mon-

with her beautiful hands.
"By thees time she go alone on her
sklis and some time long distance
She tak rifle, so eef she see somethings to Rhoot Rhe can shoot them,

the main instruments of transportation
and communication. Their possession
was therefore usually the most im-

told tne by an ex-Kedoral railroad en"Zey tell lier zey buf come to
for her, and she say yesterday, seeing I gineer I will mention a narrow escape
ze snow come faster and faster and
to which 1 was a party. 1 was with
Knowing where war zs empty cabin, a Uuion general who was riding ou
she went zare. and before ze snow I a locomotive through a hostile councover ze dead wood on ze ground she
The engineer was a young southtry.
gedder eet. working till It snow ver erner whom the general had Impressed
hard, and tak It In ze cabin. But. alas, for the service, forcing him to run
We were speeding along
she haf no way to light a lire. She had
the

Clarissa.

at one

Copyright

and he said to me:
"'Sergeant. I have Just received a
telegram from L.. at the other end of
the road, that the force there has been
attacked by a superior force. The
colonel commanding has promised not
to surrender for at leust two hours.
You must take a train through to him

loaded with troops and ammunition
within that period.'
"
'But. general,' I expostulated, 'there
are three elements against me. I must
I go In the night, the roadbed will not
admit of a safe rate of over thirty
miles an hour, and the people along the
route will do all they can ω wreck tin

I

1 train."
"
'You must go the whole ninety
of
l miles in two hours. The possession
L. is of vital Importance. If you reach
there before the surrender It will be
saved. Better that you should wreck
your train than be a minute late
'That's what a man's life—not one
man's life, but thousands—Is worth
in war. 1 walked away from the genI
eral feeling that I had been ordered to
take nine chances in ten of killing and

maiming NOO

men.

including myself

But I'd been In it a yeur then and
knew how little our lives were worth
against the possibility of achieving
success for the nation.
"I found thnt the superintendent nan
been srettlnc a train ready for me and
Silas.
with the probable
loaded
It
was
"Mees Brewerton she go to Montrée. I victims.
I sprang on to the cab uud
whe
with her Γ"ther. She come here
wltb a couple of short toots from the
ze monument was put up and evet
whistle started the machine, the one
"
year for long time
in best repair In our poesesslon. I had
••1 guess 'he'll get over it" was th>
been over the line nearly ever}· day
*They 3 I for a fortnight and knew where I must
Yankee's final criticism.
I
do"
endeavor to make the best time.
hadn't had any time to figure It out

A Triple Play.
It was nt the cud of the ninth In
Vet. though the home tenm
uIuk.
was two runs to the good, things
looked black for them.
There
The visitors were at bat
were on
were no outs, and three men
also Terrible Terry Tomkins

basps;

up, and Terry's batting nveruge
reached the clouds.
and
Terry hunched his shoulders
waited confidently, and a groan went
was

up from the bleachers.
The ball flew In three pieces, and the
pieces flew in three directions. One
was
was caught by tho pitcher, one
pulled out of the air by the shortstop,
und one landed in the tiret baseman's

was
mitt A triple play! The game
the home team's.
The bleachers went wild.—Philadelphia Times.

Breaking It Gently.
"I hare called, sir, to see the photo
a
of the lady with 125.000 who wants

husband."
"Can you keep your face straight Γ
"Of/course 1 can."
"Very well. We'll break you In first
with the $5,000 applicants, and then
gradually, as you grow stronger, we
will work you up to the big prize.
This way. please, and don't get frightened."— Exchange.
Oinner Among the Romana.
The Romans in the time of Cicero
and Augustus took an early breakfast,
from 3 to 4 In the morning; a luncheon
at 12 or 1. and at about 3 o'clock the

meal of the day,
Con
our dinner.
currently we read of some not dining
«
until aunset

principal
corresponding with
coena.

or

Early Morning Talka.
He la always doing something that
eauses a lot of talk."
"Why, I never beard any of it"
"He Is the only one who hears It

He Is always staying out at night later
than his wife wishes him to."—Houston Poet

I must take frightful
straightaway parte ana
let op on the curves. And even on the
curves 1 must drive far beyond a safe

mathematically.
risks

on

the

rate.
"If I may be said to have got on well
on any part of the Journey it was the
For that period my arm
first half.
was steady and my brain was cool
Nevertheless It was an hour calculated
Word
to break the stoniest nere.

must have got to some of the people
along the line, for I bad scarcely got
over ten miles wben 1 found an ob
structlon.
Coming to a sharp curve
around the base of a hill, 1 said to my
self. '1/ they're going to throw me off
anywhere they'll do it right here.' So

I cut my speed down to what would
enable me to stop within less than a
It waa well I did so.
train's length.
At the farther end of the carve 1 palled up within ten feet of a tree felled
he track.
"l'en minutée was al! the delay occasioned. and 1 pushed on. Bat what-

acres-

of hope ! had f"!t l>i'fore
element ot danger /v uu u u<>(
liefore me was crush til out of
youd the curve i <-ume to (be
ever

seemed to me as I approached their
shadows that 1 was about to encounter the trunk of a fallen tree.
They faded In rapid succession, but the
approach of every shadow was like
the railing ot a sledgehammer on my
nerves.

by American Pre·· Association, 1911.

next bow to operate them to a pur
"Zey all went to where ze cabin was.
pose. The people living in the eouth
but zere was nothings but a hill of I
which they
passed were
through
snow. Then one of ze men glf sudden
with the Confedlie see a little smoke come mostly sympathizers
shout
dare
from ze tip top of ze snow hill. Then eracy and did all they could or
odders see It. Ze chlmbly of ze cabin I do to wreck trains in Federal hands.
ees just below ze suow, and zere mus
They would take up a rail, saw the
be fire below.
stringers of a bridge, so that the
"Zey all climb to ze top of ze snow weight of a train would break it; they
hill and sec a leetle crater lak ze vol- w ould interfere with switches, indeed,
cano. and In ze center was ze chlmbly
there was uo element of dancer they
top, with ze smoke coming out Zey could devise that tiiey would not
call down ze chlmbly. aud ze sweet I throw in the way of the Union opera-

their pipes and call on him for a story
Ois yarns. If they had been developed
into novels, would have made "best
sellers" today, for they were full of

came

By F. A. MITCHEL

drift, and zey bad to dig ze enow away
When zey reach ze
to get through.
third trnp zey find nothings, but ont I
man say not far from here Is deserted I
Mebbe Mees Brewerton ΰη<Μ
cabin.

Silas

iiutclilns, a Connecticut Yankee, who

the name of

of Civil War Service

stop and ze people mak
up party to go ze round of Mees Brewerton'e traps to find her body and z·
body of Antoine Brisson. for zey tlnk
he die too. Zey go to ze first trap and
liud nothings. Tben zey go to ze second
Between
Mid still zey find nothings.
vm second and ze third there war big

lounging

graph poles beside the track, and It

Story by a Locomotive Engineer

ernoon zar eet

Copyright by American Pre·· Λαοelation. 1911.

up in a universal smash.
"1 ôad un excellent headlight. the
reflector of which I had polished myself. Under Its glare the shadows before me looked black and heavy as If
they bad been stone. There were tele-

A NIGHT
RUN

"Too call him crow.
Μοβ* peoples
call him crow. Story teller always call
him raven.
"Nobody com? no more zat night, and
Meester Brewerton he glf op bee?
ilnughter for lost. In ze morning eol
still snow, and eet was not before aft

ed through him. The advantages of
owning your own bull are that time le
"When I was a young man an
saved in taking the cows away for breeding, and service can be secured at any English gentleman named Brewerton

time.
The btrtl to be strong and vigorous
of good use must be fed, sheltered
and
Instruction Books, Playerpiaand given exercise. The stall should be
nos always in stock at
roomy and strong, but not boarded up
tight. The animal will be better conthat are right.
tented if he can see out and has plenty
of light. A lot or small pasture for
property
Send for
talk
cheapens every place open exercise is necessary for health
down, for their
in the neighborhood."
and vigor. Clean stall and good general
He spoke the truth. The man who sanitation should not be neglected. An
there
a
down
talks
neighbor's place—and
unhealthy or filthy bull will soon mean a
is such a tendency among farmers more diseased herd.
than among others with whom I am
Where the regular pasture is fenced
proper- "bull
Billings1 Block. South Paris. acquainted—talks down his own
tight," and no women or children
as
ty. For one farm, similarly situated
ever pass through it, the bull may posto lay of land, etc., is not often materialbe allowed to have this larger area
HAIR HINTS
farms sibly
ly different in soil from other
for grazing and exercise. He is more
about it. It may not bave been so well contented in pasture with some company
the soil, as nature gave it to —other
I'EOI'LE farmed, but
WOKTHY THE ATTENTION OF
bulls, pregnant cows or calves.
I have alman, is not much different.
Por exercise, some dairymen have the
WHO WISH TO rRESKUVE THE 1ΙΛΙΚ.
such
me
ways regarded this man's giving
old fashioned tread power for running
advice as a friendly act; by his honor- the separator or other light machinery.
into
came
I
a
neighbor
Have your own brush and comb at able treatment of
The bull is given daily exercise in this
home and at hair dresser's.
possession of a farm with which I have mill, just enough to keep him healthy
its
as
to
responsiveness
in
been
Never use a brush or comb
delighted
public
and strong.
and as to locaAs to feed, the bull requires a variety
places, they are usually covered with to good farming methods
dandruff germs.
tion, etc., and I had looked about in of nourishment such as is good for the
Wash your hair brush once a week three other states as well as in this cows, but not so much as for a cow givwith soap and warm water to which is vicinity before buying.
ing milk on full feed. It is a mistake to
A neighbor of mine recently sold a feed this breeding animal only hay or
added a disinfectant.
another
from
fodder in winter. Good clover or alfalfa
Shampoo the hair once a week with couple of cows to a dealer
state and in the selling price realized hay, silage and a small amount of corn,
pure soap and water.
were
farmers
of
Use PARISIAN SAGE
every day, their worth. A group
oats, oil meal and bran should constitalking over the sale, and the general tute the daily ration. The young, growrubbing thoroughly into scalp.
unhesi·
and
PARISIAN SAGE is guaranteed by verdict, pronounced openly
ing auimal should be fed rather more
Chas. H. Howard Co. to destroy dan- tatingly, was that the man had received liberally and be allowed greater freedom
A
stock.
listening
his
for
druff germs and abolish dandruff, or too much
for daily exercise than the mature bull.
dealer in stock took this assertion as the —Tnurnnl nf Aurlp.nUure.
money back.
were
cattle
that
a
declaration
for
theme
and
To stop hair from falling
scalp
not profitably bringing such high prices Suggestions for Making Fairs Good,
from itching, or money back.
and only the ignorance of the foreign
faded
dull
into
life
and
To put
For eight years I was secretary In the
beauty
dealer of stock values made him pay (ruit and vegetable department of one of
hair, or money back. Price 50 cents.
44-46 such a price.
the leading fairs of this state. During
Now, if there is one thing above an- all that time I never saw full justice
acto
other that a dealer wishes farmers
PICTURE FRAMES
done the exhibitors by any system of
of
cept and believe it is that the price
Sometimes the
committee judging.
We have just received the largest stock cattle is low, for dealers are buying
committee meant well, but made misof frame moulding ever brought iuto
the
of
locality. takes because they didn't know; somenowadays to ship ont
Oxford County.
When will farmers learn that the report- times they didn't care, and got through
*
fellow
of
livestock
LOWER.
the
of
PRICES ARE
ed selling price
as easily as they could; sometimes they
own?
Mail and telephone orders and inquir- farmers makes the market for their
showed favoritism to some one or more
I
can
more
much
so
is
the
If
high,
price
ies promptly attended to.
of the exhibitors. This is the fault of
them
he
that
a
dealer
insist
to
pay
they
the committee system of judging wher4Me
L. M. TUFTS.
a good price.
The judge
ever it is found in practice.
If I bave a bunch of yearlings to sell I and the score card, with publicity of
to have
ΓUOBATK NOTICES.
anxious
be
to
exceedingly
for
the
and
ought
reasons
awards
same, should
visits beTo all persons Interested Id either of the estates |
my neighbor whom tbe dealer
be insisted on. Good judging will help
hereinafter named :
he reaches my farm get a bigb mar- to make a
At a Probate Court, held at l'art». In and for fore
good exhibit.
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of ket price for tbe calves he sells.
There is no doubt that the people will
thousand
marone
Lord
local
October, In the year of our
One farmer can destroy the
attend when there is anything worth
nine hundred and eleven. The following matter
ket for apples tbat should sell, say, for
having been presented for the action thereupon
going to see. The first thing to do is to
he
that
05 cents a busbel by advertising
hereinafter Indicated, It 1 hereby Ordkkei»
arrange all classes of exhibits so as to
a
cents
for
50
That notice thereof be given to all persons In· will
This might
supply customers
make them attractive.
te rested, bv causing a copy of this order to be
bushel. Confidence in the necessity of a easily be done. I have attended a large
published three weeks successively In the Ox
secure
to
obtain
must
market
at
South
price
fori Democrat, a newspaper published
good
fair where all the stock was tied up
Parts, In tutid County, that they mar appear at a tbat price just as surely among farmers stern end toward the
spectators, and
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
Street
in
Wall
stockholders
as
among
tied in such a way that close examinathird Tuesday of November. A. D. 1911, at 9 of the
commercial
in
tbe
else
If
heard
thereon
or
be
and
clock In the forenoon,
anywhere
tion was impossible. Everything should
they see cause.
world.
be out in the light, easy of access, and
If a farmer sells hie hay well to a the
Hcxektah U. Maison late of Mason, descoring should be open to interested
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof dealer, why should not his neighbor be
persons.
has
presented by J. Hastings Bean, the executor
be
pleased, instead of saying tbat
In no case should the people be obligtherein named.
buncoed the dealer?
ed to wait for any advertised event. If
ADDISON g. H ERRICK. Judge of said Court.
a
of
sale
the
not
seen
Yet, who hits
the pulling contest is booked for 2
A true copy—attest
horse or a farm fall through because o'clock, let it begin then and not be
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
the
owner
that
to
say
neighbors began
postponed until the next day to please
asked too much for his horse or his some favored contestant who imagines
NOTICE.
farm?
his team is not in good condition; let the
In the District Court of the United States fori
I like tbat man—and who does not?—
the District of Malue. In Bankruptcy.
be "pulled off" on schedule time,
hie racing
of
fortune
the
in
who
good
rejoices
In the matter of
)
and as honestly managed as possible,
HOMER Ε WORTLEY,
J In Bankruptcy. neighbor; who lends a baud to a neigh- without needless waste of time; require
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
bor to help him along the road. If a the judges to be prompt and courteous.
To the creditors of Homer E. Wortley of
to beautify or make
Mexico, In the County of Oxford and district man undertakes
These are some of the things that will
aforeaald
comfortable bis home, why should bis help to make a good fair.—E. C. Dow in
Notice Is hereby given that on the 19th day of
on
think or say be is "putting
Tribune Farmer.
Nov., A. D. 1910, the said Homer E. Wortley was neighbor
Why not rejoice that more
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the llrst airs"?
to
the
at
added
held
thus
will
be
are
creditors
his
meeting of
beauty and comfort
Contests at Watervllle Meeting.
office of the Referee, No- S Market Square, "our community"? Such improvements
The program of the annual meeting
South Parts, Maine, on the 15th day of Nov
that
farming
and
show
thrift
'peak of
A. D. 1911. at 10 o'clock In the ff*·*·
exhibition of the Maine Seed Imto us all and
at which time the said creditors t
pays, and add new inspiration
exI
provement Association to be held at
~c,
prove their claims, appoint a
as we go about our task of tilling the
Waterviile Nov. 21, 22 and 23, has alamine the bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may properly come before said soil.
been published, but special attenI
can do" ready
man
done
has
man
"What
meeting.
tion is called to aome unique contests
WALTER L. GRAY,
was written in our copybooks at school.
three of which
Referee In Bankruptcy.
be that have been organized,
44-7 It is an inspiration to the writer, as
South Paris, Nov. 1, 1911.
deal with important economic problems
blunders and fails as a farmer, to see in the
production of farm crops.
a
neighbor farmer successful, for he
1st—the corn judging and shelling out
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
comes to think tbat be, too,
thereby
contest.
In the matter of
)
do what his neighbor has done.
ARTHUR J. FOSS,
2d—a premium is offered for the best
J In Bankruptcy. may
Yet how often the petty spirit of jealBankrupt. )
of potatoes of any variety showing
an- peck
To the Hon. Clarknck II alk. Judge of the Dis- ousy is shown by one .farmer toward
the least waste in preparation for cooktrict Court of the United States for the District other who is "making good."
of Maine
ing. This question we consider of growIt is my observation, as a man who
for there is at the presFOSS, of Rumford In the
4 RTHUR J.
as well as ing importance,
and
in
lived
has
village
Maine,
city
State
of
and
Λ. County of Oxford,
an immense difference in the
is seen ent time
In said District, respectfully represent·, that upon tbe farm, that this spirit
amount of waste made necessary in
adon the 3t*h day of July, 1910, be was duly
oftener in a farming comof different varieties
of Con- displayed
Judged bankrupt, under the Acts
It should not cooking potatoes
elsewhere.
than
has
that
be
munity
to
Bankruptcy;
and types. The premiums offered, it la
gress relating
to
of
should
come
rights
be so. As farmers we
duly surrendered all his property and
all the
hoped, will draw special attention to the
more clearly that—
property, and has fully complied withorders
of know
importance of growing potatoes to show
requirements of said Acts and of the
us
make·
brothers;
There ta » «leetlny tbat
Court touching his bankruptcy.
as small a percentage of waste as possialone.
hie
None
deway
be
he
goes
That
may
Wherefore he prays,
ble.
All tbat we semi Into the lives of others
creed by the Court to have a full discharge from
Comes back luto our own.
3d—premiums have been offered for
all debts provable against his estate unuer said
exActs, except such debts as are
This is trne not alone in a moral sense oats having the leaat percentage of bnll.
bankruptcylaw
1
such
from
dischargecepted by
but in a business—a bard commercial Here again there is a vast difference in
Dated this 31st day of Oct., A. D. 1911.
—sense as well.
ARTHUR J. FOS8, Bankrupt.
Talking down the com- the waste ocourring in different varieties
munity in which we live, its people, its of oats. Here at the University teats
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΚΕΟΝ.
spirit, our neighbor'· property, his farm were made of a large number of samples
District or Maine, sa.
his hume, cheapens tbe commercial of oats and it was found that the perand
read
D.
on
A.
of
1911,
4th
this
Nov.,
Ob
day
and moral standards of that community. centage of bull varied from 22 per cent
log the foregoing petition, It laOrdered by the Court, That a hearing be had The surest way to injure ourselves and to 55 per cent, a great difference and one
15th day of Dec-, A. D.
upon the same on the
Dis- our own Interests is to attempt to injure, that ought to be overcome to a large de1911, before said Court at Portland, In said that
In
the
forenoon; and
carelessly or maliciously, the interests gree.
trict, at 10 o'clock
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Dem- or tbe character of our fellows.—Edgar
Two contests have been organizedand
District,
In
said
ocrat, a newspaper printed
Earlville, Ν. Y., In one for men, and one for boys. In the
In Cary Markbam,
that all known creditors, and other persons
men's judging contest the Bell-Merrill
Interest, may appear at the said time and place, Tribune Farmer.
and show cause,If any they have, why the praysilver cup, offered las·: year for the first
er of said petitioner snould not be granted.
time, will again be the trophy; at that
Wet the Ensilage.
And It la further ordered by the Court, That
time it was won by Mr. C. L. White of
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creda well
do
to
to
adthe
best
of
this
order,
One
and
things
itors copie· of said petition
Bowdoinham, a large number of men
dressed to them at their places of realdence as filled silo is to pour on an abundance of
competing. It is expected that the class
rtatful
was disThis
after
water
fiUing.
right
of competitors will be very large the
W'.tnes» the Hon. Clarknck Halk, Judge
Port- covert some years ago by ''Jen. G. W.
Contests for boys have
of -he «aid Court, and the sea1 thereof, at
of
Nov., Burohard of Hoard's Dairyman. He present year.
land, in «aid District, on th« 4th day
been organized for judging both corn
A. D. 1911.
but
had
silo
not and
had just filled a new
JAMES K. HEWEY, Clerk.
potatoes, and are open to boys 16
[L. ·.]
time to put on the roof, when a
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
years of age or under.
the
silo
could
in.
Before
set
Attaat:—3AMES K. HEWEY. Clerk.
rain
heavy
be roofed over, three suoh rain storms
It baa been carefully estimated that 80
NOTICE.
bad descended upon it. It was wet
that be down
phosphoric
The subscriber hereby give· notice
"good and plenty," as the saying per cent of the nitrogen,
the
of
administrator
that la taken in the
haa been duly appointed
goes. Mr. Burchard had some misgiv- acid and potash
e*iate of
Thia
the
manure.
ings about the effect of so much water food is voided in
LOIS CHESLE V late of Farmtngton, Ν. H..
But be was greatly means that only one-fifth of the fertilizdeceased, and given bond· as the law direct·. on bis ensilage.
the estate
All persons having demands against
when he commenced to feed ing value of these elements Is oonsumed
same astonished
of said deceased are desired to present theare reit to find onlj a thin layer of spoil- by the animals, and that four-fifths may
from
thereto
Indebted
all
and
settlement,
for
ed ensilage about two incbee thick. be returned to the soil. The valne of
payment Immediately.
quested to make
UEORviK L. CHESLEY.
Oct. 17th, 1911.
What was more, there was not an un- the manure from an average cow we ighMERRILL,
Agent.
CHARLES
46-47
sound spot anywhere in the ensilage to ing 1,000 pounda and fed nnder average
conditions Is abont 925. That is, the
the bottom.
NOTICE.
The next year tbe senior editor of the ι nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash
that be
The subscriber hereby give notice
of the Dairyman took the bint and deluged contained at ita commercial value when
has been duly appointed administrator
the top of his ensilage right after filling, bought in commercial fertilizer.
Bockdeld,
late
of
CHESLEY
barrels of water.
and given with about thirty
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
There is a medium in feeding which
having Here again the layer of spoiled ensilage
bond· as the law directs. AU personadeceased
was very slight, less than two Inches it is best to follow.
It gtvee to eaoh
demand· again·* the estate of «aid
settlefor
Mm·
the
rusent
to
ρ
are deelred
Ever since we have pursued this animal just what its system can really
ta thick.
ment, aad all Indebted thereto ara reqneted
practice and it worked well every time. aaaimllate and make use of—no more, no
main payment Immediately.
PRE8TON I. MERRILL.
—Hoard's Dairyman.
j
leas.
Sept. 19th, 1911.
WHEELER,
Agent.
0.
ALTON
«ίΓ

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,

prices

j. WALDO NASH,

I

pianos

see

Telephone 134.11.

I

on

and a

r. w.
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A
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The Community Sentiment.
When the writer purchased the farm
io the Chenango Valley where he now
resides it was in the dead of winter and
snow lay thick upon the ground. He
came from a distant state aDd had little
means of knowing the condition of the
soil. The place was unoccupied and
had been for months, the owner residing
*
on a neighboring farm.
The place had only recently come into
possession of the former owner, and
while he was honest in declaring that it
bad been allowed to "run down," he asserted bis belief that it was not the fault
of the soil. The writer began quietly to
ask others in the neighborhood and nearby village about the farm. A real estate
dealer with whom the property was not

Stomach Tablets.
If you want immediate relief from an
upset or rebellious stomach try MI-O-NA
Stomach Tablets.
You might just as well get a 50 cent
box today and start to put your stomach
in tip-top shape and make your body
feel tine and energetic.
You take no risk, not a particle, for if
MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets do not do all
that is claimed for them Chas. H.
Howard Co. will return your money.

Rllery C. Park.

NEVEB ANY CERTAINTY

FLOW."

Is solicited. Address all communications Intended for this department to HJWBT D.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
ocrat. Parts, Me.

4446

A ! Meoc C- Herrlck.

SPKKD TH*

Correspondence

headaches, dizziness, biliousness, constipation, inactive
liver, nervousness, sleeplessness, bad
dreams, foal br<<atb, heartburn, shortdeness of breatb, sour stomach, or
spondency, be sure and try MI-O-NA

Attorneys at Law,
MAINE.
BETHKL,

Ί

"

FOOD.

If you suffer from

Dentist,

Surgeon

ΝΤΙΝ G

The Dairy Bull.

AMONG THE FAEMERS.

STOMACH

GET BID ΟΓ THK POISONOUS OASES AND

MAINE.

BUCK,

L.

/,
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The

that this
come
me.

up
lie

lirst long

straight Oil of the mad on the line,
I must do overjlxty mile* ar
hour here In order tu get through In
the limit of time. For twelve miles I
kept my eyes fixed on the track lllu
knew

mlnated by the headlight, tearing along
fast that should nn obstruction be
on the track 1 could never slow up In
time to avoid it.
Every minute ot
strain on my nerves took Just so much
so

strength out of them. I believed 'bat
no one would place anything on a
straight track to throw me off and took
all the chance on this, besides the
danger of leaving the rails. The locomotive
swayed and groaned and
bounced till !t seemed that the next
bump would surely throw it off. At
eveu the sllghcst curve I held my
breath, and every tiuie I came to s

switch which I could not plainly see
I was sure the rattling aud pumping
beneath meant that we were on the ties

and In another moment would be rolled

seventy miles and was
on time when suddenly a big block
I
of solid stone loomed np ahead.
reversed, whistled down the brakes
and came to a full stop. But I neither
knew when I stopped nor for a few
momenta ufter whether I had escaped
the peril, for I was so benumbed with
fright that my Henses refused to act
As soon as I was conscious that the
machine was at rest I took another
There was*the block I
look ahead.
bad Been, but as far distant as It bad
"I

had pone

been when I discovered It I Jumped
down and ran ahead. I couldn't see
the obstacle, for my own shadow concealed it Nevertheless I did not reach
1 stepped aside, and there it was—
it
ahead. 1 ran rorward a bit and. not
reaching it, returned and examined
There on the glass
my headlight
directly before the light was a tiny
moth.
"Summoning all my resolution to disregard thés»· phantom obstacles. 1 put
on full speed, and when 1 came to a
straight ult of road 1 shut my eyes
that I mlfcht not see and be racked

IDE GOBLINS
OF COLOGNL

-

I/ODg ago lo tbe Rhine city of Coloftve lived some good natnred goblins
llif t now and then appeared to mortal
eyes nod were always trying to make
huppler tbe troubled live* of human
beings.

In tbe grove and woodland

tbey bad bandeome bornes of
tlitlr own. wbcreln tbey dwelt and
watched over tbe great treasures of
caverns

tbe

mines of tbe eortb.

Not lnfr·-

0>t.?nt!y these kindly elves were busy
mii nd sometimes tbey were sklllAs everybody knows,
tui artisan*.
'twus they w ho manufactured the pre-

vious trinkets una arms of the Niblegun treasure.
Way down deep In tbe heart of the
earth tbey lived together happily, and
ii
uinp rrrlod over them.
.Nevertheless the goblins (lid not Stay
uii'Jergiouud all tbe time. On tbe contrary. frequently they camo to the
surface of the earth through certain

holes which the people of the neighAlborhood called "goblin holes."
way», however, tbey took care never
to meet liutiuin beings.
Tbeee merry little fellows were of
Some of them were no
different sizes
Others
bigger than one's thumb
were
large us the hand of α child
four years old.
Now. in the time of our story there
lived in the beautiful city <»t Cologne

by them. Again the old Iron swayed η host of thesi friendly dwarfs, and
and groaned and wheezed and puffed the honest townspeople had many a
and spit Are and smoke till I entered talo to tell about them. Workmen and
upon the last ten miles between me artisans especially gained through help
Then suddenly of the friendly wights many more holiand my destination.
there was a crash, and α bit of splin- days than the calendar marked down
I for them.
tered gluss struck me In the face.
F'or example, when the carpenters
supposed that ut last the catastrophe
had come.
no
"But,

The

cowcatcher

nad

thrown up a chicken or some other
object that had broken the lamp of the
headlight. The lamp continued to
burn, however, though unprotected,

would throw themselves back on their
benches for a snooze these little men

Hince I hud reversed us soon as the
However. 1 knew it
crash came.
would not keep lighted under speed,
and 1 felt that after all 1 bad been
But Just as I was about to
blocked.
give up hope 1 saw a light ahead, and
presently a locomotive bore down on
It had
us, slowing up as It came.

been sent out by the commander at
L., who wus tiard pressed to leurn if
we were Hearing blm.
"We tnanuged to get this other headtight In itoslilon on my locomotive,
From
and uguin 1 pushed forward.
this polut now and again we could
occasionally hear the faint booming of
guns and as we drew nearer the rattle
The moon was at the
of musketry.
full.
Evidently rhe Confederate com
mander was determined to crush his
enemy before the arrival of re-enforcements. and the KederuJ officer was
lighting against time.
"1 did not know at what moment
the latter might give way. and, al
though the road was as rough and as

crooked as any part 1 had passed over,
i drove the machine as rapidly and as
recklessly us before, i approached our
men from the rear, though they wenbeing flunked, which we were made
aware of by a sudden Br« into our

'rain.
"The commander of tbe troojm I Dud
hauled through pulled the bell cord
uud when 1 bad come to a halt or
dered his men out of the train. They
drove h.T k the Confederate flankers
and Joined the main body.
of
re-enforcements
arrival
"The
caused the Confederates to withdraw,
and tbe place was saved.
"As soon as my work was over 1

,\fy
tumbled over on the cab floor.
fireman picked me up. and 1 revived
very shortly. 1 know what an impur
tant victory I had achieved and want
eil to ko right back and tell the gen
eral all about IL But Instead of that

I went to bod.
"The next morning I was all right
and took a train back. passing over
the route I had traversed the night
before and smiling at the phantom oh
structtons mat bad tilled me with

horror tl.e ulgbt before. As soon as 1
arrived an aid-de-camp told me to
report In pel sou to the general, and 1
went to hN tent.
"Ile put out bis band to me, Just a*

If I had as many stars on my shoulder
he bad himself.
"
'You've not only saved this army
from a retreat.' he said, 'but have
saved the force at L. from capture,
besides preventing the loss of al! tills
territory wo have been months In acI shall recommend you to
quiring.
the governor of your state for a commission. and 1 wish you at once to
ub

take personal
"
of trains.'

charge

of the running

The Stake In th· Qam·.
A party of apaches entered a Paris
cafe to have a game of billiards. The
gamo was carried on lu greut mystery
and absorbed all tbe Interest and attention of the players. Tbey bad an
enemy who was to be "done for," and
whoever lost the game was to "do"
him. When the game was over the
loser accepted the result without dis
cussion. Not long afterward a work
man was stabbed fatally as he was
coming out of a dance halL The man
who had stabbed blm quickly disappeared. and the workman was placed
in a cab and driven to an address
which he bad given. This was in a
certain street where a sister of his
The man was barely able
was living.
to get out of the cab and to explain
Bis case
that he had been stabbed.
was so serious that he was conveyed
to a hospital and died a few hours
later. The police then made an inquiry
and learned how the murder was deliberately decided upon and savagely
executed. The workman himself did
not know that bis life was staked on
a game of billiards.—Paris Cor. London Telegraph.

8cotch Aooent Too Much For Him.
The only real blot on my visit to
Olasgow, says a writer in the London
Sketch, is my total Inability to speak
with a Scottish accent I rather pride
myself, as most people do, on my vocal
Imitative faculties, but I confess to
all the world here and now that I canMy
not Imitate the Scottish accent
Irish is beautiful; it would make all
Dublin weep. My American is quite
I could nearly always get anything that I wanted in the shops if 1
bad the money. Anybody can talk
Welsh who cares to substitute "p" for
"b" and Τ for "va." But tho Scot-

good;

tish accent eludes me.

Sometimes 1

speak a little Scottish, tentatively, to
the policeman or the tram conductors
The policemen
or the shopkeepers.

draw their staves, the tram conductors
stop their trams, and the shopkeepers
put up their shutters. I am not quite
sure, but I rather think that I shall

Abandon tbe unequal struggle.

TUB LITILL· MKN BLIPI'EL» ON TUB PKAft.
came along swiftly nnd steadily. too.i
worked
up the neglected tools nod
iiway with a will, chiseling, sawing
and hammering, so that by the time
the carpenters woke up agaiu their
task was well nigh finished.
No less did the cooper enjoy, and the

tailor even had no cause io complain
of their neglecting him.
Indeed, the story goes that It was
through η tailor or. rather, through inn
wil'e that the city of Cologne lost the
help of the friendly dwarf*. This Is
the way that It came about:
Mr. Cotton, the best tailor Ιιι rb«
city, was honored by an order to make
α Sunday coat for the mayor of the
town.
Diligently he worked nt bin
task: but. as you could easily under-

stand, lu the heat <>f the afternoon lie
presently began to nod and nod. die
needle dropped from his hand, nnd Me
fell fast asleep. Hark.' What sound is

One little u«li!lu
that? Look there!
after another crept cautiously from his
uook in the tailor shop, where he hid
himself away when there was nnyltodj
by to see. ΛΙΙ the little goblins climbed on the table and began to do the
tailor's work. Clever little goblins that

they were, they sewed and stitched
anl fitted and pressed as If they had
been sewing for a tailor all their lives,
so that when Master Cotton awoke !iy
and by, to his great surprise and Joy.
ho found the mayor's Sunday coat almade and so neatly finished that
he could present the handsome garment to Its owner with Justifiable pride.
ilut Mr. Cotton's pretty wife sm1i>d
to herself as she saw this masterpiece
}f her husband's art. She thought she
knew how the work had beeu done so
and she made up her mind to

ready

]uick!y.

and out.
That nleht when her husband was
iound asleep she slipped out of bed
without making any noise nnd scnttiîrκ* peas all over the floor of the workihi'p. Then she put on the table a
ΛII the time she
tin If finished suit.
.-allied a small lantern hidden under
She took lier place behlud
net aproi:
Ihe door nnd «food tbere listening.
It wasn't long before the workshop
«vas full of little men nil tumbling nnd
falllii).' and slipping over the peas Little voices screamed and yelled, for the

them
poor little pobllus wore all of
bruised and many of them were hurt
Th«\v didn't wait a minute, but ran
gownstairs as fast as they could and
»'f the tailor's house.
The tnllor's wife, biding behind the
floor, beard the noise nnd thought It
The clamor grew, and
nil fine fun
she thought she would open the door
quickly and see the goblin visitors, but
she was Just too late. They had all
gone. Not η single one was left behind
And never since then have the friendly dwarfs helped the people of Cologne. and now they bave even disappeared from ether placée.—Chicago
Tribune.

Tyranny of th· Tip.
There have always been those who
have revolted against the tyranny of
the tip So long ago aa October. 1703,
tbnt ubiquitous personage,
we And
"Constant Reader." venting his grlevn m es in the columns of the London
"If a man who has κ horse
Times.
puts up at an inn." ho complains, "be·
sides the usuul bill be must at least
give Is. to the waiter. 6d. to the chambermaid. 6d. to the hostler and 0d. to
the Jackboot, making together 2s. 6<L

At breakfast you must give at least ML
If
between the waiter and hoatler.
the traveler only puts up to have ι
refreshment, besides paying for bis
horses' standing be must give 3d. to the
bottler; at dinner 6d. to the waiter and
3d. to the hostler; at tea (id. between
them: so that he gives away In the day
2s. Ud.. which, added to the 2a. Od.

day on aa
They did
the thing pretty thoroughly In thus·
days.
for the night, makes 5e. per
to the servants."

«virage

LESSON THE
ANfS TAUGHT.

Weat Pari·.
Fred Berrj la suffering a great deal
Sunday, Nov. 4, services were resumed
at the Methodist obaroh, conducted by from blood poisoning In hi· band.
Nathan Merrill ii soon to move hi·
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL the putor, Rev. C. L. Banghart, who
has returned from a vacation spent iu family from Turner into the rent formerSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
New York and New Jersey.
ly ooonpled by C. L. Rldlon over the
The funeral of Fred Coburn, who was poet office.
J. A. Bicknell weut to Portland Friday
killed by a live wire while on duty as a
Paris Hill.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, NOV. 14, 1911
lineman In Somerville, Mass., was held to attend the fanerai of hi· brother-inFir»» Baptist Church, Be v. Q. W. f. Hill, pasCo- law, Charles Pratt.
"Marjorie, Marjorie! Won't yoa come
tor.
Preaching every Sun·lay at 10:45 Λ. M. at the M. E. church Sunday. Mr.
Mra. Emeline Bicknell ba· returned
S urn lay School at 12.
Sabbath evening service burn was a young man of good habits
and
AT WOOD & FORBES,) at
help mother shell the peas, dearT"
7 JB.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at and thought well of by his employers, from South Pari· where she baa been
before
laat
Covenant
the
7:3U.
was a very weary voice that callFriday
It
Meeting
Fditori and I'roprirtort.
Much sym- viaiting relativea and frienda.
All as he was always faithful.
the let Sunday of the month at :S0 p. x.
A. E. Forbes.
A. F. Williama la quite HI at this writ- ed, but It brought a frown to the face
(îKOKGK M Atwood.
bo< otherwise connected are cordially Invited. pathy is expressed for his father, mother
Beautiful flowers were In*.
of the little girl swinging lazily In the
Mr. and Mr·. Jarvie M. Thayer attend- and brothers.
Dr. Bradbury of Norway waa here
Terms
$1 JO a rear If paid sirlclly in advance. ed the Maine Corn and Fruit Show in sent as tribute from his friends.
at the end of the garden. It
hammock
Dr.
with
t
cents
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copiée
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Love- Thursday in conaultation
«
Portland laat week.
was bot everywhere but under the
alao
Dr.
a
case.
on
Wheeler
Bradbury
All legal advertisement»
ADVERTISEMENTS :
Seward P. Stearns met with a painful joy Tuesday.
It was fun to lie
are given three consecutive Insertions for 91 50
Thursday Miss Lillian Buck was rid- viaited his patient, William Cookaon, the cherry trees.
accident while yarding log» on the Partper inch In length of column. Special con
who
ia
behorse
Broad
and
ber
there and eat cherries and throw the
down
Street
improving.
tracts made with local, transient and yearly ridge farm about two miles north of this ing
Mrs. Edwin Andrewa of Bryant Pond etonee up at the robins and watcb the
came unmanageable and she was thrown
advertisers.
village last Monday. A log that was from the
carriage and was unconscious haa been the guest of ber daughter, Mra. great clouds drift across the sky.
Job Printing .—New type, fast presses.electric I being dragged by a horse caught his
when taken into Henry Hastings' law Lewis Mann, for a few daya.
The hammock tipped, and Marjorle's
power, experienced workmen and low prices foot in such a way as to break one of the
The lecture given by Rev. C. H. Young
combine to make this department of our busloffice. She was soon removed to Or.
the
a little above the
bones
of
leg
rubber ball fell to the ground with a
right
ness complete and popular.
on the Wonderland of America at Grange
where
examination
Tibbetts'
house,
ankle. Alfred M. Daniels was with him
two big ants that
showed no bones were broken, as was Hal! Wednesday evening waa well at- bounce, upsetting
and got him home. Dre. Littletield and
*»
were carrylug sand to their home at
> «.
COPIES.
the
was strained and she tended.
but
feared,
bip
Stewart were called and the leg set and
Mra. Alden Day waa at Norway last the edge of the tall grass.
Marjorle
suffered from braises. It was a narrow
Single copies of Th· Democrat are four cents Mr. Stearns is
doing very well at this
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
A Saturday.
a more fearful accident.
from
escape
the publisher* or for the ronvenlence of patrons time but will be laid up for several
end
Mra. Elroy R. Davis was the week
trained nurse is caring for ber.
single copies of each leeue have been placed on weeks. As he has bad rather more hard
Mr. James Hutcbins and son have guest of relatives at Lewlaton.
sale at the followlug places In the County :
luck than would seem to be the share of
Mine Clara Hall was called to Victory,
Howard's Drug Store.
been id the lake region hunting all of
South Paris,
one man in the past two years, his many
ShurtlcfTs Drug Store.
Y t., Friday by the illness of her sister.
the week.
friend* here gave him a benefit which
Noves l>rug Store.
Norway,
Δ 11 Soula Sunday waa observed Sunat
the
Basket ball watt played
gymstone's Drug Store.
for which
wan much appreciated and
nasium Friday evening between Gould day, Nov. 5tb, at the Univeraalist church
Alfred Cot·, Postmaster.
Rucklield,
wish
to
extend
and
Mr.
Mts.
Stearns
Mrs Harlow. Post offlce.
Paris Hill,
Academy aDd the town team, and re- by an impressive sermon by the pastor
their thanks.
Samuel Τ. White.
West Paris,
and music by the ladies' quartette. Also
sulted 11-7 in favor of Gould.
Mrs. Wallace Q. Cummings gave a
Mrs. John Allen has moved into the in the Sunday School by the general exercard par'y Saturday afternoon that was
cise arranged for that day.
Steams rent on Paradise Street.
Coming Events.
well at'ended and an enjoyable time.
Fred Edwards has been shipping
will meet with Mrs.
Ladies'
Circle
The
I
exhibition
and
Nov. 14,15, 16.—Annual meeting
Dlckvale.
boards on the cars this week and haB
of Maine State Pomologlcal Society, Augusta. Loren Merrill Tuesday evening at 7:30. sent
away three cars.
Sneak thieves are operating in town.
AH interested in having circles are corThe village schools will close next Several have lost hens and A. J. Farrar
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
dially invited to be present.
The academy will have an- has lost two pigs, one small one and one
Miss Rebecca Baker, who has been Friday.
Yourself.
Prepare
other week.
of larger size.
with Dr. M. M#Houghton for the past
Your New Fur Coat.
M.
has sold her
ESTABLISHED 1S».

The Oxford Democrat.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Bethel.

—

Knowledge—Quality—Accuracy.

Stock Adjustment Sale.

Fashionable Millinery.
Confirme·! Proof.
Petition to County Commissioners.
Unclaimed Deposits In the South Paris Sav
Inge Bank.
Wanted.

Improperly

Fitted G lasse».
Pre· If It Falls.
Cause for Alarm.
Farm for Sale.

At Last We Know It Is No.
At their meeting on Monday of last
week, the governor anil council formally
and officially announced the result of the
vote on the proposed repeal of the prohibitory amendment to the constitution,
taken on the 11th of September. The
corrected returns from Limestone, Westfield, Athens and Matinicus were accepted, and the result of the vote was declared to be t>0,0iV> yee and 00,ts>3 no,
repeal thus being defeated by a plurality
This is what has been generally
of 758.
understood for some time to be the real
vote of the people of the state on the

question.

At the same time Governor Plaisted
announced that it is his intention to call
a special session of the legislature at an
early date, for the following purposes:
"First. To receive the report of the
last election by the resolve under which
the election was held.
'•Second. To revise the laws relating
to the conduct of our elections in order
that the will of the people as expressed
by their ballots may be accurately determined and promptly declared.
Third. To submit an amendment to
the constitution which will permit the
enactment of laws concerning the liquor
traffic which are capable of honest enforcement because sustained by the
senrimeut of the several communities to
which they will be applied."
Let's see about the necessity for such
action as is proposed.
First, to receive the report of the election. Governor Plaisted thinks it is imperative upon him to call the legislature
for this purpose, because the resubmission resolve provides that the report of
the vote shall be made to "the legislature," while in the case of tbe other
amendments submitted to vote the resolves provide for a report to the "next
It in hardly to be considered that there
is any such necessity fur haste in amending the constitution that a special session
of the legislature must be called fur it.
It is altogether more reasonable to suppose that 4-the legislature" means the
legislature which in the ordinary dignified method of procedure in the case of
an amendment to our fundamental law
would be the one to receive It, namely,
the legislature which assembles for the
next regular biennial session.
If the result of the vote had been b<
repeal the prohibitory amendment, the
governor might have had the wordiug of
the resolve to serve as an excuse for his
baste to get the offensive prohibitory
provision out of the constitution. But
certainly there is no necessity for haste
in formally declaring that no change has
been made in the constitution.
Second, the legislature is to be called
to revise the laws relating to the conduct of elections. It is true that hands
have been held up in holy horror at the
looseness with which this last election
It is indeed true that
was conducted.
there was looseness in the methuds, too
much of it, though we were not dis
franchise*] thereby. But what will the
legislature do? There's law enough for
the conduct of elections. The thing
which has caused the aforesaid holy horror is not the lack of law. but the manThe
ner in which it was not observed.
legislature can't enforce the law.
to
the
we
come
the
third
But in
place
real reason, and the only one that can
serve as a fair excuse, for this extra
secsion. and that is to submit another
amendment, or rather, au amendment.
This time there will not be an attempt
to repeal the prohibitory amendment,
but instead some kind of an amendment
to the amendment will be prepared,
which would leave us a nominal prohibitory provision, but would modify it
by makiug a form of local option provision for ibe cities and larger towns.
To submit such an amendment as this,
so as to get a vote on it next September,
is the real purpose of the proposed
extra session.
It is by no means certain whether the
legislature if assembled will submit such
an amendment, under all the circumstances. And then, too, there are thir
teen vacancies at present in the membership of the two houses, several of them
caused by the resignation of leading
Democratic members to accept other
No elections have
official positions.
been held to fill these vacancies. Will
the governor order elections for that
purpose, so as to carry the scheme
through? Verily, all this pother wuuld
seem to be undignified and almost in
drcent haste to get some law on our
statute books which will legalize the
saloon.
Last Week's Elections.

Although this is the "off year" po

litically, a number of states held regular
elections last Tuesday, for the choice of
officers, legislatures, or municipal
goveruments, and there are to the restate

sults certain interesting features.
To the people of this part of the country the chief interest was in the election
in Massachusetts, where there bad been
Governor Eu
a very lively campaign.
gene N. Foes, Democrat, was re-elected
by a plurality of 8008 over Louis A
Frothingham, his Republican opponent,
who is the present lieutenant-governor
of the state. This is a reduction of
about 27,000 from his large plurality of
last year. The rest of the Republican
state ticket was elected, and the legts
iature is Republican.
New York elected a legislature Republican by a good majority in place of
the former Democratic body.
In New Jersey a legislature was elected which is Republican in bu'.h branches,
and a significant feature of the election
Is the defeat of a number o' the caudidates whose election was specifically advocated by Governor Woodrow Wilson.
Another interesting phase of the re
suit Is the increase of the Socialist vote,
which is considerable. This la especially the case in the middle west. Eight
cities in Ohio elected Socialist mayors,
and even Schenectady, N.
almost a complete Socialist
government.
Taken as a whole, as between tbe two
old parties, it may be said that tbe results, as far as tbey have significance, indicate that the height of the Democratic
wave was reached in last year's election,
and that it is now receding.
Much, however, seems to depend upon the point of view.
Some of the newspapers which attempt to divest themselves of political prejudice are anable
to discover any particular significance in
the results, while Judson Harmon, proepective Democratic candidate for the
presidency, see* tbe foreshadowing of a
Democratic landslide. Governor Harmon ie the rosiest kind of an optlmiat.

Y.,Jelected
city

house,
Clark
Mrs. A.
F. A. Barker of Rumford was through
which will be used in connection with this place Nov. 6, and after some urging
the new hotel when it ie built.
took dinner with R. S. Tracy. Fred has
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Punhard are re- a mental trouble of some form, but well
remembers teaching school in different
joicing over the birth of a son.
parts of the county, including a term I
West Bethel.
attended at Andover Corner in the seven"Our forests, that so lately stood
ties.
Like any green familiar wood,
David Chandler ie sawing pulp wood
Aladdin's tabuloue tale repeat,—
for R. S. Tracy.
The treee drop jewels at our feet."
Η. E. Bowker is working for J. G. and
R. J. Tyler.
"Now the Bee» have ceaee<! to hum,
Now the stormy days are come.
Ira Wing has moved to the place he
Naked are the forest trees, and silent Is each bird ;
bought of Ε. T. Child.
Save the Robin Redbreast, he
Herman Fuller has sold bis stand to
Singing sweetly—cheerfully.
By the crumb-strewn window sill and cottage Benj. Roberts, and he and his wife indoor Is heard."
tend to break up housekeeping and work
for others duriDg the winter.
The apple packers are still in the
Indian eummer with clouds and sun-

years, died at the home of Mr.
Hawkes in Oxford early Saturday morning Miss Baker went to Oxford to attend the rccent county conference, and
as this was her old home and churcb,
planned to visit there for a short time
after the conference before returning
here. On Friday following the conference she was taken with a severe hemorrhage from the stomach, and on Monday
of last week suffered a paralytic shock,
from which there was no rally until her
death Saturday morning. Miss Baker
was 74 years of age, and was the last of
her family, her only relative now living
being a brother's widow, who has been
caring for her during her illness. Her
death leaves Dr. Houghton alone, and
she is looking for some one to take Miss
Baker's place.
two

Warm and delightful weather for the
month of November.
Trees aro leafless, but grass is still
green in fields aud pastures.
A light fall of rain on Monday night
and Tuesday morning, but not enougli
to reach the bottoms of dry wells.
W. A. Bragg, traveling salesman for
the Grand Union Tea Co., wan in this
village Wednesday, and will come again
on Nov. 29th.
Our village school was not in session
Tuesday, the teacher, Miss Retta Shaw,
attending the Pomona Grange meeting.
John B. Murphy, who for a long time
was too feeble to do any heavy work, is
now cutting birch wood in the pasture
of W. D. Mills.
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown has gone to
North Waterford to work for the winter
in the name family where she worked a

Buckfleld.
Mrt·. Carrie Spaulding has been with
Mrs. Stanley Bisbee of Rumford for a
visit.
S'ate Master Stetson of Greene was
the guest of Buckiield Grange Saturday,
Nov 4, at an all day session.
Geo. Pulsifer of West Sumner was in
town Monday.
Ε. E. and W. II. Conant attended the
fruit show in Portland this
corn and
week and won substantial premiums for
fruit exhibited.
R»*v. F. M Lamb attended the quarterly meetings at East Hebron Wednesday
and Thursday.
The Grangers had a supper aod enter,
tainment Friday night and a good sum
wax netted toward the payment of their
hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Prince of New
York City have been at Hotel Long this
week.

matters.

Glancing at the weather, it has been
cold, rainy and windy by way of variety,
but no more than might be expected at

this time of the year.
Frank Maxfield, wife and three little
children, have gone t" Colorado for a
new home, and were en route five days
to get there.
So far as known Daniel Cole holds the
record for shooting the most valuable
'leer. He had eight points, fat as »
npriugpig, with a dressed carcass of 17£
pounds But few deer have been killed
in towu as yet, compared to other sea
Mrs. Moses Swan is no

Bethel, Norway, Paris, Hebron,

Caeco Poets ami
Corps were represented. It was estimated that dinner was served to about
200.
Following the dinner a literary
aud musical entertainment was giveu
and there were also speeches by Past
Department Commander Dana of Westbrook, Comrade Davie of Mechanic
Palls, Mrs. Budden of Norway and
others. The day was very pleasantly
enjoyed by all.
Mise Rebecca Baker of Parle who cam»
here to attend the conference, wae taken
eick at Mre. Ellen Hawkee* and died
early Saturday morning. Mrs. Thomas
Baker of Portland was here to help care
for her.
John Royce died Saturday evening at
hi· homo here. Mr. Royce has not been
in gojd health for some time but failed
quite suddenly at the last. The funeral
was Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. I. M. Keith has had an attack ol
pneumonia and is failing fast.
The M. E. Circle met with Mrs. H. S.
Denning Wednesday afternoon.
Mre. McCallister, the widow of Natbar
McCallister, died at the home of her son,
Chester McCallister, Monday evening
The funeral was at the house Thursday
afteraoon.
She leavee one eon, one
daughter, twelve grandchildren, and sia
Mechanic

One of Frank Brooks' wood chopper*
was obliged to leave on account of sick
ness, and the other day Mr. Brooks tried
hard to find two more men for the same
work; but with what success has nol

been learned.
Were well acquainted with G. W. Ripley and wife years ago, and her death
was the last one to go on our record fot
October; were equally well acquainted
with Edwin Andrews and bis name wac
the first to go on for November.
There were six birthdays during the
f >ur months of July, August, Septembei
and October in our family; and a few of
26th ol
my own, which occurred on the
August, I will mention as they come tc
mind.
Of course I was too young to remem
ber my first birthday; but was told later
that my folks were well pleased with the
sex, as the three older ones were al

Full·»

and

great-grandchildren.
Tbomae Knight is very low.
my mother-in-law
Children's night will be observed
a
good boy, the next Grange meeting which will
being

The day I was 12
gave me a lesson on
which is still fresh in my mind whatever
the result proved to be.
On ray l.">th birthday the weather was
hot, and as we were still baying I wai
glad when the last load was disposed ol

East Sumner.

Rev. Jobn Butler of Jackroan «applied
the Congregational pulpit for the past
two Sundays very acceptably. He also
supplied the Methodist church at Buckfield.
Λ good attendance on Tuesday evening at the grange supper and sociable.
The grange on Saturday entertained
visitors from Mountain Grange, North

Buckfield.

Mrs. Sharon Robinson on the occasion
of her recent birthday, Nov. Oth, received nearly 150 post cards and letters from
friends who sympathize with her in ber
illnnss, for which she is very grateful
and extends sincere thanks therefor.
Such kind acts always welcomed are all
the more appreciated where one is unable
to get out to call upon friends.
A charming letter from Rev. P. Ε
Miller, formerly of the vicinity, reveals
the fact that be is located and supplying
a church in
Agawam, Mane., which is
near

al

b<

the evening of Nov. IS.
Jessie and Vera Kay have gone tr
Massachusetts to study for trainee

on

nurses.

Mrs. Cummings of Auburn is visiting
her aunt, Mrs. Roxanna French.
Frank Bean is quite ill.
There have been two or three cases ο
measles in the place lately.
Leon Cash was at home from Batei ,
College to attend the funeral of hii ,
uncle, Mr. Royce.
Several from here attended the enter
taiument and box supper given at No. < I
school bouse Friday evening.

in the barn.
My next birthday distinctly remem
bered was Aug. 26, 1851; was at wori
for Capt. James Staples, and moving
back from the dinner table, remarket
that I was 21 years old on that day
"You are," said he, "then you will hav<
a right to vote this fall; so be sure and
vote right."
Five years later found me on the New
foundland Banks, hauling in the cod am
halibut; and knowing we should weigl
anchor for home in a week or two,

feeling rather jolly.

The Edwin Andrews store was opened
again Monday and the busiuess will be
continued by Mr. Mark C- Allen.
The Willis portable mill is being moved here from Waterford and will be set
up on the land of John A. Titus, who
han made a contract to have the pine on
his lot sawed this winter. Several other
lots will) be sawed at tbia mill.
It is reported that the old Rumford
stage route ia soon to be discontinued.
This route was opened to Andover not
long after the Atlantic & St. Lawrence
Railroad opened up the village of Bryant's Pond. James Clark of Andover
was the first owner of the line and John
Wright drove for Mr. Clark. In those
days Joseph Foye ran the hotel and the
stage horses were kept in Foye's atablè,
which was originally built for a farm
barn by Albion K. P. Whitman. There
was considerable travel at that time and
frequently several coaches were in use.
This was in the early fifties.

T. A. Roberta Poet and Corps beld a
on Saturday, Nov. 4.
Water-

longer the only

Providence permitting, all hands

drowned.
Fred Spears, lately of East Bethel, baa
moved to Gorman Hill, into the house
owned by Arthur L. Bessey.

campfire
ford,

Hebron.

weri ,

Rev. Dr. Tilden began his paetorati
here Sunday, Nov. 5th.
Emory Wing of Bath was at A. 6
Bowman's Monday.
J. L. Bumpue is at work on a jpb ii
Norway this week.
The Ladies' Circle gave a supper Tuee

■

J

room

Denmark.

Welch ville.

Androscoggin Lodge,

Ν. E. O. P.
gave Mr. and Mrs. Seth Ames · farewel 1
party. They are soon to leave for Wal
tham, Mass., to spend tbe winter. Th<
party carried refreshments of ice oreaa
and cake.
Mrs. Fred Morse has gone to Lynn

by Silver Lodge
No. 99, Rebeksh Degree, I. O. O. F.
oorn shop thii
in
the
Finish labeling
Mass., for a stay of several weeks.
day, Nov. 9th.
Mrs. Cinderella Poland is spending ι
Mr. Morrill, of the firm of Burnbam
few weeks In Portland.
Morrill, was in town Tuesday.
Thanksgiving

ball

was held at
the bouse Snnday, the 5th. Denmark
Lodge, No. 50, I. O. O. F., was in attendance add held its service.

Funeral of J. N. Smith

J

V

Mrs. Nellie Wilbur Is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Clem Poland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ames visited at Ben
Stone's at Hebron last week.

Springfleld.

A card from Frank Berry of Buckfleld,
now at Palm Beach, Florida, states tbat
it is very warm there, the mercury at 80
degrees, and the weather generally
pleasant. Mr. Berry bas a position in a
hotel there.
Has any reader of the Democrat a
copy of the "Young Reader," a text
hook for young pupils in school 70
years ago? The writer would be pleased
to secure a copy, and would give in exchange a copy of the "English Reader,11
published in 1823 and used in schools 75
Address at East
or more years ago.

"Slocum."

Sumner,

(Norway Lake.
Dr. C. A. Stephens spent

a few days
in Boston recently.
Mrs. Sylvia M. Bennett has returned
from a visit in Gorbam, Ν. Π.
Mrs. Vesta Frost ie again at home.
She visited her daughter, Mrs. Lovejoy,
for a few weeks.
Victor L. Partridge and wife were at
W. S. Partridge's Not. 5th.
Several of the pupils are ont of school

entertaining the

Two years later, Aug. 26, 1858, I wit
nessed the execution of two murderers ;
as related a few years ago, and need nol
be repeated here.
My 40th birthday is still fresh in nr
mind, as I was at work on the railroac day evening.
llebron Grange held an all day meet
in Lincoln and went to Bangor to havt
!
Wednesday.
my photograph taken, which still hangi ing
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ramsdell of Eas
up against the wall, looking somewha
Hebron called on friends here Sunda;
1 tic rent from the old white haired mai
afternoon. Mr. Ramedell informed u
of to-day.
that
he has six hundred barrels of apple
My intention was, when reaching m;
fourscore years, to have my pictun this year.
Many apples are being hauled Iron
taken agaiu; but the day proved un
here this year.
favorable so that none was taken anc
Saturday, the 4th, the Hebron boy
perhaps never will be; and possibly th< went
to Kent's Hill for the football gam
world will contrive to wag along in somi ,
and came home victorious, the scor
way, whether I do or not.
being Kent's Hill β; Hebron 11. It i
not well to do too mncb boasting befor
West Sumner.
the game.
Rev. G. W. F. Bill and Mr·. Hill bav 9
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant goes to Wes
been visiting friends here this week.
Peru this week to visit her son, Ernes
The W. R. C. will hold an apron sal J W. Sturtevant.
in the Universalist vestry Wednesday •
Mri
Miss Etta Sturtevant ia with
Homemade candies am ' Alton Hlbbe for a while.
Not. 15th.
fancy articles will be for sale. Dinne
will be served at the usual price. Al
Locke's Mills.
though the corps were obliged to give u|
Frank Cnmmings has returned froc
the farce they planned to have on tha'
Alberta where he has been at work in t
day it is hoped that the entertainmen ( saw mill.
furnished will be satisfactory. It wil I
Arthur Stowell is spending bis vacs
consist of reading· and vocal and instru
tion in New York.
mental musio.
Miss Alice Brown is working at th s
The Harmony Club had a dance in th ,
i L Mt. Abram Hotel.
hall Friday evening of last week,
Mr. and Mrs. Ordell Bryant of Rock
good time is reported. There will b ,
oi ι
aiother dance at 'he same place Friday land are receiving congratulations
the birth of a son Nov. β, Lawrenoi >
the 17th.
seven pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. James Tuell. wbosi Azel, weight
Mis* Ethel Vance is at work for Mrs
buildings were recently burned, ar t
Tebbets.
boarding at Freeman Farrar's. The; C. B.
Mrs. Maud Bubier is at Norway wberi >
bave received a good many presents ο [
she is employed in the shoe shop.
money and clothing. The people beri ,
George Tuell and Ralph Frost are a ;
have responded very generously an< I
for R. L
friends in Massachusetts also have re Dudley Cottage packing apples
metsbered them. Oo the night of th< ) Cummings.
Mrs. Azel Bryant entertained Mr. an< I
tire when Mr. and Mrs. Tuell awoke thi ι
of West Paris Tuesday
was full of smoke and it was witl ι Mrs. Frank Reed

difficulty that they groped their way ont
They lost ninety dollars in money anc
two gold watches and chains and othei
jewelry that was in their room.

cows

I

mumps.
W. M. Tucker, Asa Bartlett and Onea)
Mills are pressing hay in this vicinity.

The Governor's Proclamation.

In accordance with a good and ancient
custom, originating with our New England ancestors, and hallowed by joyful
rites and observance for more than two
hundred and eighty years, I, Frederick
W. Plaisted, Governor, by and with the
advice and consent of the Council, do
hereby appoint and set apart Thursday,
Nov. 30th, A. D. 1911, as a day of Public
Thanksgiving and praise to our God, the
Giver of every good and perfect gift.
And I do recommend the good people of
our favored state to gather aronnd their
hearths and altars and keep this glad
New England festival in doe and ancient
with
form. "Enter into His gates
thanksgiving and Into Bis courts with
and "to do good and to distribute, forget not, for with such sacrifices God is well pleased.
"If thou bast mucb, give plenteously;
if thou bast little, do thy diligenoe gladly to give of that little, for so gatherest
thou thyself a good reward."

praise,11

dug,

veulent

source

of supply, the river.

NOT BE DISBEOABDED.

IT 18

Appetite is just a natural desire for
food. Los* of appetite or atomach dietrees after eating indicate indigestion or
dyspepsia. Over-eating is a habit very
dangerous to a person's good general
health.
It is not what yon eat but what you

digest and

assimilate that does yon

good.

the strongest, heaviest and
healthiest persons are moderate eaters.
There is nothing that will cause more
trouble than a disordered stomach, and
contract serious
many people daily
maladies simply through disregard or
abuse of the stomach.
We urge all in South Pails who suffer
from any stomach derangement, indigestion, or dyspepsia, whether acute or
ohronlc, to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets,
with the distinct understanding thsit we
will refund theii money without question or formality, if after reasonable use
of this medicine, they are not perfectly
We recomsatisfied with the results.
mend them to our customers every day,
who has
one
and have yet to hear of aiiy
them. We honestly
ι not been benefited by
believe tbem to be without equal. They
give very prompt relief, aiding to neuSome

of

your

little

bill

grain
digging

bouses,

building
train, in sandy places

or

by

D 1911.
C. H. BRETT, Boad

NORWAY, MAINE.

[SEAL.]

slaves.

had he praised them for
being so Industrious, telling bow they
worked all day and all night, gathering
and storing honey, planting grass seed

Especially

which tbey gathered tiny har
:.ud even paving roads for them
It bad all seemed too won
selves.
from

vests,

and as Marjorie
small
stories a
shamed feeling passed over her.
The lame ant bad hobbled off to the
sand home amoug the grasses, and twn
l»i« ants were following, carrying the
be

to

ot

true,
these

first oue. which was beginning to wig
Marjorie was glad he was
rie η little
She wondered If a'mother
not dead
sut should ask oue of her children ants
to help her on a hot day whether tbe
child ant would run off and climb to
the top ot a long spear of grass and
twing and swing and watch the clouds
She felt sure that the child ant would
not. and rlie shamed feeling grew until

.Marjorie Jumped from the hnmmock
and started for the house as fast as her
little feet could carry her.
She wus really a very lovable llttlf
girl, but sometimes she forgot bow
tired mother must be, and baby broth
er wus fussy because his pretty teeth
She al
were pushing through so fast.
most stumbled In ber hurry to reach
tbe bouse.
r>

«««a.

UoHaHo

copy
Court thereon.

Corsets

are

Priced

are

Priced at

at

1

ATTEST:-CHAULES P. WHITMAN, Clerk.
46-48

Women's Black Wool Union Suits, priced at 89c each.
Small lot Women's Wool Union Suits, $1.75 and $1.87 values

$1.19.

priced

at

values

priced

Small lot Women's Heavy Cotton fleece lined Union Suits, $1.00
at

69c

each.

at 35c each.
50c Women's White Merino Wool Vests, priced
Vests
and
Pants at
lined
fleece
Cotton
50c Women's Heavy
Misses' white Merino Wool Pants at very little prices.

ANOTHER

SPECIAL

at

50 pair of Women's Heavy
17c per pair. Former price 25c.
25 pair of Boys' Heavy Ribbed Cotton Hose
In view of the

1-2

and

10,

at

Extremely

NORWAY,

GREAT LINE OF

eyttm.

%

Rarest

Skins

Cub Bear Coat
$17.00
Black Wolf Coat.... 30.00
20.00
Black Dog Coat
Thibet Buflalo Coat. 2^5°
Thibet Buflalo Coat. iS 50

Apples

The Linings

Beautifully Quilted

magnificent

PRICE 5 CENTS PER POUND
Clothing

but
Apples to be quartered and cored,
need not be strung unless you prefer to string

them.

over

my

F. PLUMMER,

J.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

I

look

stock of

Fur Coats.

Delivered at Our Store.
'Phone, 106-21.

Materials

Comfortable Linings
Ornamental Shells
Admirable Styles
Tremendous Bargains
Splendid Fits

in Exchange for Merchandise.

and

31 Market

Boots and Shoes,

Furnishings,

South Paris

Square

1

BUY

IT

AT

STORES.

BLUE

THE

What? Your New Fur Coat.

As usual we have a large assortment
selected from three large makers of Fur
Coats.

We make

the markets and

a

thorough

only buy

the best for
can
our

To Know We Are Back of the
Coats is Worth Something
to You
,
it costs you

THE BARRY SHOE
FOR

MEN

$3.50-$4.00.

All Leathers, Button and Lace,
Combination of Style, Comfort

Honest All

guarantee.

although

by Every Test!

Best

search of

the money.
Consequently we
stand behind the garments with

Youtb's Companion.

Wear.

and

Through.

W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

no more.

We Have Coats for Men

made of Coons, Galloways, Australian
Calves, Dogskins, at $16, $iS, $20,
$7®·
$23, $'5» $3®» $35

A Millionaire.
The term "millionaire" is of Inter
nationnl use, but it does not mean the
same thing In the mouths of different
To every one It means the
uutlons.
possession of a million, but not necea
In Ureal
earliy a million dollars.
Britain a millionaire bas a million
pounds, or nearly $5,000,000, whiU

We Sell a Great Many Coats for
Ladies
It will
at a price range of $20 to $42.

investigate before buying.
Men's Plush Lined Coats
pay you to

France they count francs, si
In
that there a millionaire is a comparatively poor Individual with but $200.
Million
000 to bless himself with.
aires are quite common In Prussia,

Freckled Olrla.
I have just received a stock of Wilson's Freckle Cream made by Wilson
Freckle Cream Co, Charleston, South
Carolina. It Is Fine, is fragrant and
Coming,
harmless, and positively removes freckFirst Graduate—I bear that you're
les, tan, and brown moth, bleaches
dark faces light, and will not make hair got a Job on the road. Second Dittogrow. Tou have my guarantee that it Yes; It hasn't reached me yet—Exwill take off jour freckles and tan or I change.
will give you back your money. Come
in, see and try it. The Jars Are Large
Buppioess In this world, when It
and two at most are sufficient. I send
comes
Hawcomes,
incidentally.
50c.
Prloe
if
desired.
them by mall,
thorne.
Chas. H. Howard Co.
Wilson's Fair 8kln Soap, 25c. a oak·.

(Qne

■

Qualities

XJnequaled

pills

Call and

peas so (hat she conld be ready to tak«
buby brother out after his nap, thai
mother knew bow well sbe bad ienrnet
the leesou that tbe ants taught.

A Schema.
Youthful Inquirer—Father, what is a
acbeme? Perplexed Parent—I can't exactly. define it, my boy, but it la something which will fall through quicker
than anything else on earth.

Finest

persons*

OF

You can fln
Is very tired. Mnrjorle.
Ish feeding brother and then clea'
away his playthings In the dining rootr
before the others come In to dinner."
With a grateful bound. Marjorle tool
the baby and finished giving him bis
milk.
Very quietly she cleared awaj
the playthings, but If was not until thi
next morning, when, bright and early
she sat uuder the tree and shelled th»

lionaires of real class It Is necessary
The Babyto go back to old Babylon.
lonian millionaire bad 1,000,000 talents
ii »d would not be regarded as a pool
mun eveu by a Wall street office boy.
A talent was about $2,000, and a million of them would be $2,000,000,000.

Fur Coats

Bolster Co.

SQUARE,

-.not

;a..r·

MAINE.

.....

Twenty Thousand Pounds

35 MARKET

....

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

WISH TO BUY

rati

up the back steps and Into the kitchen
and stood there, stock still, looking a'
It must bo wrong
the big clock.
Mother was sitting by tbp open win
dow feeding brother from his bin·
bowl, and dinner was ready, and then
Now that she was to<
were no peas.
late, after nil. the abnmed feeling grew
so big that it hurt, and Marjorle longed
to run to ι he corner of the big hay
•.now nnrl hide, but she kuew that
She wanted tc
would not help any.
tell mother how sorry she was. bni
somehow the words got nil choked up
If mother would only punish her. noi
look 8o sorry! But mother looked lntc
her little girl'· face and. seeing tbf
lesson that lu some way had beer
stumped there, said gently: "Mothei

e j:c.

JUST ARRIVED.

LmIMENT

Sun Dried

1

Former ;>1

pair.

THE ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

ANODYNE

Dayton

with Double Κι

priced 17c per
Low Price asked for these goods, wi
allow them taken out, but every garment sold will carry the san^
antee as to perfection as though full price were asked.
Double Sole, s:ze 9

JOHNSON'S

Hundredsofthousandshavcbeenable totestify toits

N,

t..

Plain Cotton Hose in size 9, or.', priced

■top· tlx· cough and heal· lung»

curative powers in the last too years. Greatremedy
taken internally for Diarrhoea, Coughs, Colds, etc.
25c and 50c Bottle*. Sold Everywhere.
L S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass;

we can-

$1.87

'Sufferers from Rheumatism

Covers
101 Vean
1810-1911

that the

greatest

Lame Back, Swellings, Sprains, Lameness—
there is quick relief for you in

Ite Fame

cases

of broken lots and discontinued lines, not all sizes.
This comes just at the time when the demand for underwear is the
and when a genuine bargain is most appreciated.

FOLEYSHONEMAR

Agency,

of a few

$1.19.
$1.59.

out

dors. pillars and arches. Uncle Ernest
said one colony would wage war on
Sometimes a battle would
another
last uutll dark, and the victorious
ants
urmy would even capture hostile
and take them back to tbelr colony as

thought

Commissioner, and others.

STATE OF MAINE.
county or oxroBD, ss.
Board of County Commissioners, September!I
session, 1911; held by adjournment October
10,1911.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having been received that tbe petitioners
m exits
are responsible, ami that Inquiry Into the
of their application Is expedient. It IS Ordered,
that the County Commissioners meet ut the
house of Charles r. Stanton In Oxford, In saM
next,
County, on Thursday, December 28, 1911,thence
at ten of the clock, Λ. M., and
In said
proceed to view the route mentioned a bear I
Immediately after which view,
petition;
be.
tug of the parties and their witnesses will
had at some convenient place in the vlclnltv,
tbe
premise»
and such other measures taken in
And
as the Commissioners shall judge proper.
It Is further Ordered, that notice of the time,
meet
Commissioners'
the
of
and
purpose
placeaforesaid
be given to all persons and coring
attested copies
porations Interested, by causing
bel
of eald petition and of this order thereon to
In
served upon the Clerk of the Town of Oxford,
three
In
public
said County and also posted up
three weeks
places In said town, and published
newssuccessively In the oxford Democrat, a of Oxnape r printed at Paris, In said County
anil
each of
said
of
the
tlrst
publications,
ford,
the other notices, to be made, served and oostcd,
at least thirty ilays before said time or meeting, to tbe end tnat all persons and corpora
tlons may then and there appear and show
of
cause, If any they have, why the prayer
said petitioners should not be granted.
Clerk
WHITMAN,
F.
A
BLES
:-CH
attest
of said Petition ami Order of I
A true

spilt

exception

Sale of Women's Winter Underwear

made to run
bridge, on top of tbe hill, may be
easterly of tbe large elm tree Instead of westerly
of said tree as now located.
A
Dated at Oxford this third day of October,

No. 213. A Mice Five Acre Farm with η
NEW set of buildings; dwelling of 7 large pleasant rooms, closets, pantrv, water In house,
'tone cellar; stable 17 χ 25 feet with good nay
loft; also small wood lot and finished lumber,
lb
An Ideal poultry farm,
"chool near by.
minute drive to Norway. Only $750 00.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

$2.50

ed

Corner Grocery Store, In a thriving village, doing a profitable business. 20 Will
χ SO
sell entire property including building
feet, counters, shelves, scales, show cases, desk,
wagon,
and
tanks
refrigerator,
table,
pump,
pung and harness. Λ1->υ stock of groceries,
must be
good will of business. This property
sold within 30 «lays as owner lias business elsewhere. Price to close out $2,100.

••lis in the trunks ot trees to live in.
ile told ot anis called mason ante
that choose hard clay soil for homes
and by diggiug and cutting passuges
make wonderful bouses of tiny corri-

dcrful

$1.50
$3.00 Corsets

tbe Greeting:

ESTATE

with the

In view of the Extremely Low Prices asked for these Corsets,
not allow them taken on approval, but may be tried at the store.
State of Maine.
$1.00 Corsets are Priced at 69c.
the Honorable Board of County Commis:
«loners within and for the County of Oxford
and $1.75 Corset» are Priced at 9SC.

To

which gives 15 days'
treatment. Ât the end of that time,
if
your money will be returned to you
Of course, in
you are not satisfied.
chronic cases length of treatment varies
For such cases, we bave two larger
sizes, .vhich sell for 50c. and $1.00. Remember, you can obtain Rexall Remedies In this community only at cur store
—The Rexall Store. Chas. II. Howard
46
Co.

gonds

These are all perfect
elastics have given out.

FOLEYiKlDNlV'PlLLS
Κ)·ΙΙΜΚΜΜΑΤ1ΒΜΚΙΟΜΚΤ»ΑΜΟ·ΙΑΟΟΕ·

Dyspepsia Tablets,

Utf

Fitting

son's Glove

No. 212.

watched them struggle. One seemed
quite dead, and the other was crawllug off very slowly.
She remembered the stories Dncle
Ernest bad told her the Sunday before about ants. IIow like human beings tbey were lu their ways! He bud
told her that tbey live In colonies,

Adjustment Sale of Women's

Corsets and Winter Underwear

a

In
gastric juices, strengthen
We, tbe undersigned, citizens of Oxford
Oxford, respectfully ask that a
digestive organs, to regulate the bowels, said County of
leading
road,
the
In
county
made
be
and thus to promote perfect nutrition, change may
Stanton,
from the dwelling boute et Charles F.
and eradicate all unhealthy symptoms. bv the back road so-called, to South Paris, viz. :
coverthe
of
We urge you to try a 25c box of Rexall That the bend of sild road, easterly

tralize the

?

Warner's Rust Proof, C. B., Thom-

acres sweet corn, 100 hbls. apt'resent crop :
In
ples, 20 ton-lhay, 1 acrc potatoes. Included 1
sale ; 4 cows, 1 yearling heifer, 1 heifer calf,
farm wagon, horse rake, mowing machine, cultivator, small tools, U. S. Cream Separator, 15 tons
2
hay, fodder, etc. House 2 stories, 7 rooms,
barns, shed», etc. For (2,000.

HAMMOCK.

Stock

!

bowl three quarter· full of boila towel.
Pour into the water a scant teaspoonthat will be ofl'«;red are none other than gootr makes, such as
fu) of HYOMEI (pronounce High-o-me). The Corsets
Put your bead over tbe bowl and cover
head and bowl with towel.
Breathe tbe vapor that arises for a few
Is a·
minntes, and presto! your head
tbe
clear as a bell, and tbe tightness in
chest is gone.
You'll enjoy
It's a pleasant cure.
at once
AND OTHERS OF EQUAL MERIT.
breathing HYOMEI. You'll feel
efits soothing, healing and beneficial
Corsets that are regularly carried here and believed to be some of the
and
fect as it passes over the inflamed
a bottle,
cents
50
membrane.
best makes.
irritated
H.
at druggists everywhere. Ask Chas.
We have not a full assortment of sizes in ail styles, but we may have
Howard Co. for extra bottle HYOMEI
44·4β I
size.
Inhalent.
Get

3

MARJORIE SWCXQ IN THE

CUBING THOUSANDS DAILY,
SAVES TIME AND MONEY.

AND

Successors to S. B. & Z. S. Prince

ing water, and

No. 211. 5" Acre Farm, only *2 1-2 miles
from South Paris or Norwav. Ui>lan<l farm es
peclally adapted to corn, fruit ami apple raising,

At a receut meeting of the Board of
Trade of Dover and Foxcroft, the subject of water supply for these villages
The present supply is
was considered.
deemed unfit for use for domestic pur· but α million murks don't mean
mill waste from much these days, amounting to a trifle
poses, sewage and
Guilford and Sangerrllle contaminating of $2ΛΟ.ΟΟΟ in our money. For mil-

the river from which the water supply
was derived until condemned by the authorities. Many artesian wells have been
and the river water is used now
principally to extinguish fires, and for
watering stock, although the wiser pre·
fer purer water, eyen for their cattle,
and insist upon it. Spring water or
well water is used In the schools, but
many residents still risk an epidemic, it
is said, by partaking of their most con-

SHOULD

THAT

SYMPTOM

I
OVERNIQHT CURE FOR COLDS IN
HEAD OR CHEST.

FOR SALE

Pond.

belonging to Edwin
Thompson were found stuck in the mud
on the old Chase bog Tuesday. The water was high and two of them were

Oxford.

'4reat-Kreat grandmother in town, th*
other being Mrs. Kansom Cole; her sun
by her first marriage, Simeon Farr, be
coming great-grandfather recently.

girls.

France.
Three

year ago.
Maurice B. Mason of Bangor, a baggage man on the Maine Central Railroad,
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albion
P. Manon, from Monday to Thursday.
Many members of Pleasant Valley
Grange went to Hunt's Corner, Albany,
on Tuesday last, to the meeting of Pomona Grange, a large carriage full being
taken from this village by F. L. Ordway
of Gilead, with his team of four horses.
The showery morning prevented eomt
from going, but the day was better than
many had expected.

Ureenwood.
Our visitors and callers have been su
few the past week as to be unworthy oi
mention, «ο we will notice a few other

sons.

Bryant's

George A. England and familv returned from their foreign trip Nov. 9th, having traveled some eight thousand miles
in the last three months. They enjoyed
the trip very much and passed many
pleasant days in their travels through

A

EATING

REAL

neighborhood.

shine.

DI8TBE8S AFTER

LOSS OF APPETITS OB

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & C

THIS

TEY

CAUSE FOB ALARM

with Fur Collars make a very dressy
well as warm coat. We have them
$20 and $25.

We Have

a

Few Second Hand Fur Coats at

as

at

Bargains

F. H. NOYES CO.

SOUTH PARIS

NORWAY

(Two Stores)

FUR AND WOOL ROBES.
I sell the J.

H. BISHOP FUR ROBES.

medium 9Θ.50, Largest 911 00
Gray Ooat, plueh lined,
00
Cab Bear, plash lined, medium 110.50. Largest f 12 ti-2
medium #10.50. Largest
Grizzly Bear, plash lined,
00
Grizzly Bear, beaver lined, largest 913
aato size 914.00
Grizzly Bear, beaver lined,

ARE MANY INCIDENTAL BENEFITS
IN HAVINQ A CHECKING ACCOUNT IN

THERE

This Strong National Bank
It enables you to keep track of your money matters
in a systematic way. The entries in your bank book show
how much money you have received, and the stubs of your
check book and also the cancelled checks returned by the
Bank show how much you have paid out and where the
money went. In this way this Bank virtually keeps your
books for you and, we may add, few individuals ever succeed in keeping accurate account of their finances in any
other way.
The cancelled cht cks, returned by the Bank each
month, are legal receipts for your payments. If you pay
in cash you will often fail to get receipts but paying by
check automatically gives you an indisputable receipt for
file for future
every payment and in a r'orm very easy to
reference. You also avoid asking for a receipt, which is
as evidence of
looked

sometimes, though wrongfully,
personal suspicion.

In view of all these advantages can you
need of a bank account for yourself ?
nn

THE

IMITATION BUFFALO ROBES

Brown, 64 ζ 62 Inches, 97.00 and 97.50
Brown, 54 ζ 72 inches, 98.00 and 98.50
FROM.
A LARGE LINE TO SELECT
Black

Black

upon

ignore

NATIONAL BANK
OF NORWAY. MAINE.

NORWAY

or
or

James N. Favor,
»1

Main St., Norway,

lain·.

.ITM.v.uo«·-

CASTORIA For lofutsand Chidrto.
Til KU Yli Hill AlviIiBmit
^

the

1

^e&r9t^
°<
,

s

The Oxford Democrat.

SOUTH PARIS.
r

7 JO

a. h.

George McGinley has sold the bertd of
tbe moose he recently shot to Walter D.
Hinda of Portland, the itxidermiat.

Mrs. A. W. Garcelon of Lewiaton and
Mrs. Emery Parker of Pownal were
guests at J. P. Richardson'· over Son-

SOCTH PAR» POST omen.
office Hour·

A

W. Β. Russell, (M,Arles A. Young and
W. W. Ripley h-τβ g ne to Aodover
deer banting.

to'ao r. ■.

day.
OEAKO TKDMK

KAIL WAT.

Comnonc'.n* Oct 1, I 'll,
LlATl SOUTH PA&1§
(iulnrf town (eaet)—54S a m., daHy; 9:43 A.M.,
jajiv e*i-epl >un<Uy; 4 36 ρ M., «Ully.
liôtB*U|> (west)—9:43 A.M.. .tally; 3:35 P.M.,
Jally except Sunday, 8 :47 p.m 'tally.
TKAIMS

J S.

Burbank of Bethel was in town

Thursday.

Kev. Ε. A. Davis was at East Hebron
last week to attend the sessions of the

United Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
Albert D. Park and Arthur E.

Forbes

Kumford Thursday to attend the
dedication of the Mechanics Institute.
Τ kete for "A Country Kid" will go
tin Kale at theC. H. Howard Co.'e drug
Nov. 18th, at
-.· on Saturday evening,
<
were at

Ni. Thayer is in the employ of Mr.
and at Mountain View Stock Farm
ire for the horses,
succeeding W. A.
r
Nelson.
w

:!.'nry E. Howe, who

came home from
about a week ago, is recoverwell from his recent operation for
ester

\\

appendicitis.

Mrs. Ella Neal of Lewiston la tbe
gueet of her father, George WUe, for a
short time, before going aouth for the
winter.

Mechanic· Institute Dedicated.

meant ao much to the

toHon.

prosperity

!

of the

John P. Swwey had been aaalgn·
ed to speak of "The Founder of the Inetitute," and he paid a high tribute to
the fareigbtednete and energy of Mr.
in all hie connection with the
I( the building at Ramford Falls Chieholm
of Rumford Falls, from the
which was dedicated on Thursday, and development
time he first stood on Table Rock and
the organization having it in chargé,
looked down over that
fulfil the reasonable expectations of their
waterfall down to the present day. The
founders and builders, Ruuford will
tribute that can be paid to the
have proven itself a pioneer, and will greatest
of this institute, be said, is
have manj imitators. The Mechanics founder
to
look at Rumford Falls as it
merely
Institute, designed to promote the social, mental and moral welfare of the
Mr. Bisbee from
A letter was read
AN INSTITUTION AT

BUMFOBD WITHOUT

magnifiant

forced while all children

by

Bishop Walsh of Portland, expressing
his good will, and his regrets that a
previous engagement prevented his accepting the invitation to be present.
President William DeWitt Hyde of

Bowdoin College was the next speaker.
With a semi-apology, he read the mam
part of his address from manuscript, taking as hie text, what he said Jesus might
have spoken if he had looked upon the
complex industrial life of to-day, "Industry is made for man, and not man for
industry." The address was scholar y
and complete, yet framed in such simple
language tbat even a child might take it
in, and was greatly enjoyed by the aud*
Judge William L. Putnam of Portland,
a long-time friend and counselor of Mr.
Chieholm, and intimately associated for
years with the devolopment of Rumford
Falls, spoke in an informal way, paying
tribute to bis friend Mr. Chieholm, and
■laying that he considered this institute
is the crowning achievement of bis ac-

îomplishments

at

Rumford,

are

required

to stay at home and In no instance go to
the public gatherings.
Rev. Charles S. Cummings, former
chaplain of the First Regiment, N. G.
S. M., was in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Herbert H. Hosmer went to the
Central Maine General Hospital at Lewiston the first of the week for a surgical
operation. It is reported that her condition is serious.
johty M. Sampson has bad the city
water put into his house, the Stevens
place on Main Street. The place bas
hitherto been supplied with spring water
from Pike Hill.
The November term of the Norway
Municipal Court was held on Tuesday.
The usual amount of routine buainess
was

transacted.

regular monthly meeting of the
Norway Board of Trade was held at the
municipal court rooms Friday evening.
The

Several members of

Oriental

Comat-

mandery, No. 22, Knight Templars,

tended the stated oonclave at Bridgton

Thursday evening.

Charles F. Boober
employed by
the Board of Health this week as special
the children
that
see
to
officer
police
ubseive and obey the orders to stay at
their homes.
Mrs. Chas. S. Colwell and son of South
Colwell'e
Hancock are visiting Mrs.
mother, Mrs. A. C. McCreilis, for ten

designed

was

As the result of public
CANNOT
PARIS
the water system, the Portland Water RESIDENTS OF SOUTH
TWICE
BEEN
DOUBT WHAT HAS
District bas not only laid a new main
coming, and
for the cold weather that is
from Sebago Lake to Increase the supply,
PROVEN.
but is also able to announce another rewill save you dollars in doctor's
little
A
sickness.
duction in rates, which wl'l take effect
below and
Id gratitude for complete relief from
bills.
Jan. 1st.
glance at the valuable
achee and pains of ba4 backs—from die
them.
While engaged in a fist fight on the treaaing kidney ilia
thousands have
staging where they were working, two publicly recommended Doan'a Kidnej
coal wheelers at Bangor, Frank Hudson lMlls.
Residents of tbia vicinity who so
and Frank Watson, fell off the staging testified yeara ago, now aay their carer
What if
of a superior quality tbat will keep out the cold of winter.
thirty feet to the Wharf below, and both were permanent. Tbia testimony doub
If you haven't
warm bed-clothing?
of
than
health
to
plenty
your
received injuries which are serious if ly proves the worth of Doan'a Kidney more
come in and look 3ver our line and see what
Pille to South Paris kidney sufferers.
they do not prove fatal.
your aupply of Blanket! and Puff·,
Street.
A.
Persis
Cottage
Mrs.
show
can
Walker,
we
values
you.
The first thin ice victims In Maine this
splendid
"I need DoanV
fall were announced Tuesday when word Norway, Me., says:
10-4 Blankets in white and grey cotton at 50 and i)0c.
Pills some time ago and the;
was received from Athens that Charles Kidney
11-4 Blankets of fine quality at 04c, fl 00, $1 25 and §1.50.
not
was
case
me.
benefited
My
in white
Ireland, 17, and Perle» Corson, 12, broke greatly but I had
of
Full size wool finish cotton Blankets, soft and warm, heavy weight,
kidney
symptoms
through ice formed over night and were serious,
a
00.
and
50
§4
to
and
§3
try
good or grey, at 11.50, §1.75, §2.00, §2.25, §2.50, §3.00,
deciding
drowned. Their bodies were recovered complaint
a box of Doan'e Kidand §7.50.
in six feet of water. They were the sons remedy, I procured
▲II Wool Blanket*, full size, extra heavy, at §4 50, §5.00, §5.50, §6.00
after using them
time
A
short
Pills.
ney
of Leander Ireland and Ansel Corson.
eilkoline and filled with good clean batting, at
with
covered
Puff·
quality
good
I felt better in every way."
The Portland Terminal Company,
The above statement was given Jul\ §1.00, §1.25, §1.50, §2.00 and §2.25.
and
Boston
of
the
is
a
which
really part
24, 1008, and on July IS, 1011, Mr»
Maine Railroad, though in form a sepa- Walker said:
"Although three year*
rate corporation owning the Union bta- have passed since Doau's Kidney Pill·
color·
A fine assortment of warm Bath Kobe Blankets in soft, pretty
tion, will spend §5.000.000 in the pur- cured me, I have been as free from kidchase of land alone for the improvement ney trouble as if I had never bad it."
ings at §1.87, §2 50 and §3.00.
to
of the terminal at Portland, and in the
Bath Robes, well made of good heavy material in coloring· tbat will appeal
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
near future great changes are to be Foster-Milburu Co., Buffalo, New York,
<
at the low price of §3 50.
you
made at the station to make it safer and sole agents for the United States.
better adapted to its purpose than it
Remember the name—Doan'a—anri
46
now is.
take no other.
In no better way can I tell you about our line of Hosiery and UnderIn a fire at Monson
night,
We carry only
wear than to nay that it is complete and is sold at moderate prices.
Storer D. Flint lost his life while makTHE PARK & POLLARD CO.
If it is underwear you want in
tent of time.
stood
the
have
that
re8°""
"brande"
to
the
an
unsuccessful
attempt
ing
horses from a stable. He was aboutAo
cotton or wool you will make no mistake in looking over our line.
years of age. The fire destroyed the
Masonic Block and five wooden buildings, and would have spread farther bu
An endless assortment of warm flannel Night Kobes at price· to auit
for the work done by a hand tub and a
line of Outings, in the web, In all
gasoline fire engine which had just been
your needs. We also have an unusually large
for
purchased. Maine's record
desirable colorings at 10c aod 12 l-2c.
the year will be Increased by this blaze
to the amount of §50,000 or more.
Fur

^W.

enfilai

Bath Robes and Bath Robe Blankets

Hosiery and Underwear

Tuesday
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GOLDEN EGGS

Remember that we carry an excellent lice of everything that is new in
We have had in several new
Coats. Warm Wool and Fur Coats at all prices.
to add to our already large line of C'>ats in rotgh weave and double faced

MASH combined beat them a whole block.
one of your hen* will lay "Golden
you feed them The Park & Pollard

styles

N'o side stepping or excuses—they LAY or
BUST, and they don't bust.
Get their Almanac and Yearbook, and leam

SUITS, COATS, SKIRTS, FURS, DRESS GOODS. WAISTS,
GLOVES. ETC., THAT ARE NEW.

Every
Eggs" if

Dry-Mash

material·.

and Scratch Feed

all about the wonderful feed that is sold on the
"money back plan."
Feed the maturing pullets GROWING FEED
and DRY-MASH mixed, but as soon as they
begin to lay, give them the DRY-MASH

straight.
Don't delay, get them started

now

this!,
|,
til

and you

will have eggs all winter. There are no just
good" feeds and you have no time to try
them
eggs are too high.
—

Po

C. B.

r·

Snlo by

Cummings

Norwav,

& 5on$,
Mo

knowledge:

QUALITY

ACCURACY

exercise their best judgement in diagnosing the
disease and selecting the remedy. This ski 1 may be rendered ineffective by want of care on the part of pharmacists in filling

Physicians

•AtT. F. Hathaway'β Shop,;
South

19tf

Maine.

Parle,

J
super-1

I

activity.!

I

NEW

The!

fori

US

bywords
iowereplped

tbem,|

in-I

|
]

prices.

just

paring

professionalism,

urged

C. B.

Norway,

prices

ins i

buy

grain

complete

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.

our

window

display

Assayed

of

an

and

order

Standardized

just received.

compounded with skill ami accuracy
physician desires. Bring your prescrip-

character

the results your
and you will get these results.

MAINE

PARIS,

Fashionable Millinery

half a million dollars.

Let us tell you about this moat
remarkable single volume.
Write for sample

Also Ladies' and Children's

pases, full par·
ticulars, eto.
Name this
paper and
we will
send free
a let of
Pocket
Maps

Underwear and Hosiery

Stamped Linens, Yarns, Etc,
MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

Millinery-"·3 Fancy Goods

IN THE

Savings Bank,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

The following statement contain* the name,
the amount standing to hie credit, the last known
place of residence or poi>t-ofllce address ami the
fact of death, If known, of every depositor In the
South Pari* Saving* Bunk, who baa not made a
deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any
a period of
part of the dividends thereon, for November
1,
more than 30 years next preceding
to be
treasurer
the
to
1911, and le not known

OUNG

H

"S
η
z6

i:h

;

a

IF

no

wearers

of such

can wear

a

style;

it, young

old.

Hart Schaffner & Marx
know how to get

S. RICHARDS,

the

right

touch of distinction into Such
Clothes. We'll show you this

good styles in
»uits and overcoats ; now ready.
and many other

4-tf

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE AT
AUCTION.

Men's winter suit·

Pursuant to a license from the Honorable Judge
of Probate.
The subscriber will sell at Public Auction on
the premises on Saturday, Dec. 9th, 1911, at ten
o'clock In tho forenoon, the following described
Real Estate situated In Dlxfleld, near Dlxlleld
Village, to wit :
Tho Ira O. Babb farm containing 250 acres of
hnd more or less with the building· thereon.
This la one of the best farms In thti rclnlty and
has quite an amoupt of wood and timber.
AUo the following described Personal Prop-

body.

age limit on

There's

or

you will call at my office.

Optometrist,

classy look.

You

You go to the city for Glasses
you will pay double price and
get no better service.
This I will prove to you if

One heavy pair of team
Six shoats.
One heavy team wagon

button

overcoat
^ through
pretty well; it has

i

GroverU. Ross Snow's Falls No 1889
GEORGE M. ATYVOOD, Treasurer.

erty:

like

men

the

living.

«3
o-

Tinct-

us

SOUTH

Contains the pith and esaence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
400,000 Words. 2700 Page·.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly

South Paris

line of

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.

DICTIONARY

CHOPPED BAPLEY

prices
quality
grain

a

OUR PRICES ARE REASONABLE.

INTERNATIONAL·

Agency,

wherel

Notice

produce

:

Accuracy in Filling Prescriptions.

and Fluid Extracts.

tions to

three essentials

2.

Drugs of this

WEBSTER'S

on

3.

We carry
ures

pride ourselves

Our Knowledge of Drugs.
Our Care in the Selection of Drugs.

1.

H. B. Eaton,

I
11

I

We

prescriptions.

[Committed. |.6tf
J

I

MAINE

NORWAY,

prevailing

I

Plenty of Fur and Fur Lined Coats.

as

Strictly

thejr

Coats

Wool Coats,

Talk about your "Goose and the Golden
Ems." Your hens and The Park & Pollard DRY-

WANTED.

basl1
I
I
11

Night Robes

LAY OR.
BUST

invit-l1
11
I

Chlci,

Warm Flannel

^Elgin

1

suggestions

Just
profit by
Blankets and Puffs

—

■
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guard against

surely
precaution

mil destined to encourage the advancement of equality and democracy.
Rt Rev. Robert Codman, Episcopal
Bishop of Maine, took the handshake be:ween man and man as the symbol of
C. Pierce has graded his lawn on
Vlbert D. Park left Monday morning
:hat equality which should characterize Marston Street since the etreet was rettie
attend
to
imford
November,
:
would see brought toHe
institute.
;bis
paired and improved in a very attractive
».
f Probate Court, and on his way
jether here the owners of the industries, manner.
conduct an
λ
·η trains Monday to
George W. Staples, proprietor of
.heir managers, and the men who laborA stated assembly of Oxford Council, "Mt. Gideon"
>u sale at Canton.
farm, Temple, took the
sd in them. Give the laboring man a So. 14, R. and S. M., was held at Masons'
at the New England
ρ
alace where be will feel at ease, and Hall Friday evening. Work on all the following prizes
the Norway schools are closfd
fruit show for Maine: First on barrels
earn to know the heart of the man. degrees.
>unt of diphtheria, Principal P. Ε
M. I. Grand Master, Frank J. nf
Baldwin and Spy, fust on b"i MrThen you will understand something of Cole of Bangor, made his official visit. A
■vay of the Norway High School
Intosh. first on best five boxes Baldwin,
s
lis point of view.
.M s
after
the
Hathaway are spending some
served
was
evening
banquet
first on best box Baldwin, third on barHon. Payson Smith, state superintenrtat Waterville with Mrs. Hathaway's
rel Mcintosh, first on best ten varieties.
>nt of schools, had been assigned to
The ladies of the Universalist church For New
paîtrais.
Seats for the Mile. Scalar concert will
England: Third on bent ten
Now as to what the Institute really is t ipeak of "The Institute, its connection held a food sale at Concert Hall Wednesthe
initiaof
ere will be a rehearsal
varieties, first on plates of Rolfe. Golden
go on sale at the ('bas. H. Howard Co. and is expected to do.
the public schools," but explained day afternoon.
sïth
Russet and Duchess, second ou Fameuse,
l^greeat the regular meeting of drug store on Saturday, Nov. 2·"», at I) A
First and foremost, it provides the ad- ι hat not having advance notice of bis
John Walker, Herbert F. Andrews,
t Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F., next m.
V
Twenty Ounce aud Milding, third on
The concert will be giveu in New
not
himself
social
to
confine
a
able
tirst-class
be
was
uot
ι
F
of
club,
and
vantages
opic,
Henry
Llewellyn H. Cushman,
Fallawater.
m<1 ay evening. It is hoped that Hall, aud the whole house will be re- to the
to
afford
who
can
Be
in
to
however,
it.
who
took
pay •lo-ely
did,
speak Ford were of the number
wealthy
There served, at the uniform
■re »iil be a good attendance.
price of one dol- large dues, but at a rate which puts it veil and forcibly of education as a thing the Kara
this
In the shack where since last June l.e
to
Houlton
Temple trip
work in the lodge. lar.
» ,- iod outlook for
had lived a hermit life, Albert Early,*·,
within the reach of the working man. which is uot confined to the walls of the "
i;uiin Lodge, K. of P., has voted to
The Baptist Ladies' Aid will serve a First-class membership is open to men | ichool room, but is broad in its meaning,
A« P. Flint of Whitefleld, Ν. H., is who came from Massachusetts and hin d
the invitation of
c
Weseustogo supper next Thursday night at 6:45 »ud women over eighteen years of age. ( tnd treated of this institute as an edina- interested in the formation of a stock out as a farm hand for John H. 1 urry in
of Yarmouth to visit it on tl.e consisting of scalloped oysters, scallop» d The fee is one dollar, and dues there- t iional institution which could do a great company having in view the purchasing East Hampden, was burned to death late
A special train tish, cranberry sauce, hot rolls, cakes after are five dollars for men and three
»nd running of the grocery business now Saturday night, when the shack.
wtjing of Dec. tith.
Waldo Pettengill, though
This is a return visit, and pies. I'sual price, 15 cents for sup- for women, payable semi-annually.
»e> ured.
operated by Henry J. Bangs. Mr. Flint an eighth of a mile from the farm buildIt is possible that later some arrange- < lown on the program, was called upon
Λ
ings, was destroyed by fire. The cause
s the son of the late Harlan S. Flint.
;>togo Lodge having visited here per, 10 cents for entertainment. All are
is said bj
ments may be made for a membership ] >y the chairman, and briefly expressed
la· spring.
invited.
Harry V. Cole of Portland made bis of the fire is unknown, but it
will
small
this
some
had
but
for those under eighteen,
] lis pleasure at having
a visit this the villagers that it was Early s custom
C.
Wm.
Cole,
Mrs.
mother,
of
a
car
unloaded
Tbe electric pump installed by the not be dune at
μ 1 e y Λ Fletcher
to drink considerable liquor on Saturpresent.
W
] >art in the development of Rumford.
11 to mobiles Tuesday—one touring builders of the new dam is at last at
r
After the exercises were over, many of
John day nights, and they believe that wbil··
Thus the Institute, if the plans of its
and
Barker
N.
Frank
Dr
Supt.
runabou's
The
car and two runabouts.
work, after several days' delay in getting builders do not fail, should be a social j hose present took the opportunity to D.
a
>·<»
Shepard of the B. F. Spinney Co., are intoxicated he overturned lamp.
t aw Seen sold to Alton C. Wheeler and the motor. About a third of the dam :enter—more than that, should be the j nake a
of the buildwill be held.
thorough
inspection
a week's hunting trip.
inquest
snjoying
Mr. Millett expec's at tbe south end, including the high part
st M. Millett.
locial center of the town—such a place j ng, and all were delighted with it.
Mrs. Maud King of Portland, superinAnother hunting fatality occurred
his on his rural delivery route for the head gates, is now practical'y is
,e
only a few towus are favored with.
:endent of the Deaconess' Home in her near East Machias on the 4th when
at
ther season.
3.
Maine
to
Norway.
completed.
Institute
Dairymen
the
But further,
plans
jity, has been in town on a business George Ackloy was killed by a rifle bulIt having been definitely decided, at &
Mrs. C. W. Bowker, who has been in furnish instruction, physical and mental,
K. Clifford and Alton C. Wheeler,
let. Investigation by a coroner s jury
s
kind—
wholesome
the
Maine
a
the
David
of
of
ind
recreation
Dairymen
ipecial meeting
Dr. King's hospital in
Greenleaf and wife, after their revealed that the bullet came from the
who last spring purchased
Portland, for
and
dislectures
have
its
annual
to
hold
dances,
Town,
Association,
in
Tuell
classes,
meeting
at
Island,
farm
her
their
Sugar
gymnasium
lummer at
^mirews
treatment, and for some time with
camps
rifle of Edgar F. Geel, another member
it Norway Dec. 5, 0, 7. arrangements are
posed of the property. The wood lot brother in South Portland, returned to entertainments of various kinds.
have returned to their Norway home for
the same hunting party. Geel fired
of
an enterprise is in the
of Tuell Town. her borne here Saturday.
low being completed for the annual proThe
Bubier
S.
M.
months.
Her
to
proof
winter
sold
the
mother,
they
it a partridge, and it was purely acciis so with this; j tram and exhibition. The railroads of
The Board of Trade will make the ient that the shot hit Ackley. The jury
The tillage is sold to K. W. Brown of Mrs. J. F. Stanley of Auburn, accompan- way it works out, and it
Keadiutt. Mass., who will set it to apple ied her, and will remain fora few days. >ut unless the future should produce ι lie state have very generously offered State Dairy meeting in Norway Dec. 5 0 7 held Geel blameless. Though the fact
Buch different results from what a rea- j pecial rates for the entire week. The
success if hard and earneet work will lias no real connection with the acciden
'Γβββ.
Advertised letters aDd cards in South louable
person might expect, this insti- j irogram is one of exceptional ment.
io it, surely.
it is noted that Ackley's body was found
Mr. and M». F. A. Heidner expect to Paris post office Nov. 13:
that
uteisone of the beet things
any The meeting opens Tuesday evening,
A party consisting of Capt. John W. aear the carcass of a cow moose, which
leave the last of this week for Texas,
Mis· Nellie M. Smith.
S.
Hon.
C.
own can bave.
] )ec. 5, with addresses by
STash, Landlord S. W. Conrad of the lie had evidently just shot.
>1U« Grace SU'Vrni (card).
where they will spend the winter as
>tetson. Master Maine State Grange, and Seal's House, E. P. Gibson of Lew.ston,
M re. Utorge T. Lawrence.
iKtial. Henry Ilowe will goat the same
Mite Haute Ky ran (earl.)
tobert J. Aley, President University of , md George Doran of South Parle have
Many Children Ar· Sickly.
he will stay
t roe to Waitbam, where
Mies Ε (jl ifore (card.)
rut Bl'ILUIN'O AND ITS ΑΓΓ01ΝΤΪΙΕΧΤ3.
iaine. Throughout tbe entire eession jeen enjoying a bunting trip at Mason.
Harry Austin (cant).
w;th relatives until after Thanksgiving
One
of the handsome buildings of he addresses will be directed along excAlton Collin.
Having enjoyed the summer and reL> fore returning to hie school at WorΒ. Η. >ent seaeon at the North Norway farm,
Îiumford, in the heart of the business eptionally practical lines. Hon.
There will be an Epworth
cester.
League I
U. S. De- tfr. and Mrs. Frank Q. Elliott bave reAddress, Allen 8.
lection, is the Mechanics Institute. It ; Jawl, Chief Dairy Division,
social aod old-faehioued epelling match I'
has been secururned to their Norway borne for the ited, LeKoy, Ν. Y.
Wm. J. Wheeler and Walter L. Gray
s a
four-story brick building, with a lartment of Agriculture,
It
the
Methodist
evening,
Dec.
7.
vestry
Tuesday
on
Thursday,
*
f this place, besides a large number of
>ortico supported by massive pillars at d for an address
Dyspepsia Is our national Ailment. Burdock
November 14. Study up your spelling
It
Albert Morse was the night watch- Blood Hitters Is the national cure for U.
^iir ners from Norway, went with Kora
he front, on the corner of Congress and i-veral of the addresses will be delivered
uid come dressed in old fashioned cloth-Γ
differin
located
last
IV
Hutchits
E.
W.
on
of
practical dairymen
ttrengthene stomach membrane*, promotes ll»w
trip
nan during the absence
Streets. On Congress Street |
Teuiple, Mystic Sbrine,
to spell everybody else Sxcbange
>f dilutive juices, purities the blood, builds
conetate.
A
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the
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prepared
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cereH.Leavittand
a
W.
where
judging
parts
, ns. Mr. Hutching,
t has a frontage of 125 feet, and it is 60
Wednesday to Houlton,
iowo.
Refreshments will be served. I1
est in dairy products with tbe Dairy- ?"red Lovejoy were at Upton this week rou up.
monial session was held that eveniug.
eet deep on Exchange Street.
live cents. Everybody
as
the
trosilver
Association
nen's
Wedtrain
cup
the
on
which
( in a hunting trip.
Any skin Itching Is a temper-tester. The more
early
Oo the ground door are stores,
They left here
Doan's Olntrou scratch the worse It Itches.
,hy will be held Dec. 6. The annual
ire among the best in town, and they
Guy Buck and wife, who have had ueat
At
nesday morning, and arrived home
cures piles, eczema—any skin Itching.
occur
will
moved
have
evening
Wednesday
(
of
the
lines
of
farm,
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»anquet
different
Shepard
Harold Alvin, infant eon of Mr. and ire occupied for several
til drug stores.
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Thursday evening.
o'clock.
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seven
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the
and
buildings
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who
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not
Harold
H.
Mrs.
>usiness.
village
(Gammon,
Charles B. Pratt, well known to all
Tbe various classes open to exhibitors , ire closed for the winter.
been m good health, was uken to the
In the middle of the front doors open
travelers on the Grand Trunk, died very
fiorn.
and butter—will
cream,
-cheese,
milk,
extends
Micker
which
a
few
Mixer, eon of Horace E. Mixer,
Portland
l
a
wide
corridor
in
nto
children's
hospital
suddenly in Portland Wednesday. Mr.
the same as last year, except that ! s suffering from a broken arm, the rebut was returned with
icross the building to the broad stairway i >e
to the wife of W. S. Blck·
Nov.
I'rat! was the oldest conductor on this Jays ago,
the
In
will
take
5,
Norway,
, ult of playing football some days ago.
at
home.
it the rear, which .leads to the second < ertificates and diplomas
lions for treatment
tord, a daughter.
division, and was 63 years of age. He
The annual
Postmaster Akers and son Vivian, I.
was evidently incurable, and the ι ioor, with an artistic window ac the I ilace of cash premiums.
Nov. 7, to the wife of H. S. Pushard,
In
trouble
Bethel,
and
made his usnal run on Tuesday,
eon.
i irogram and premium list is now in iV Waite, Ben and Henry Hosmer were
died Monday morning. He was six
anding.
went to take bis train on Wednesday, boy
In Rumford Point, Nov. 3, to the wife of Ivan
aud will be avail- ( in a
The whole of the second floor is de- ( ourse of preparation
hunting trip at North Rumford itowe,
weeks old.
a daughter.
severe
a
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with
but was attacked
few
a
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for
distribution
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roted to the purposes
hours.
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and lived only a
Amone the exhibitors at the Maine
to the secretary for
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application
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all
finish
rhe
mahogany.
Corn and Fruit Show at Portland last
blanks will reResolutions.
Married.
extends the length of the building. On I iremium list and entry
Miss Catherine G. Briggs has as guests
effort
week were Kingdale Farm of South
Whereas, Another comrade of W. K.
he front side of this, and opening into ( eive prompt attention. Every
M ss Barbara French, who is a profesFrank
!
L.
and
K.
L.
Cu
turnings
fill be made to make this the largest viroball Post, G. Δ. R., has answered
In Bethel, Oct. 28, by Rev. W. C. Curtis, Mr.
is the lounging
a series of arches,
t
sional nurse, and Dr. Katharine Fieacb, 1'aris,
*cter L. Watte of Portland and Mlis Ellen B.
of \\ est Paris, besides numerous I by
as, be call of the Supreme Commander and {
This is 80 by 100 feet, furnished 8 nd most successful conference the
■oom.
who is one of the physicians of the Dudiey
of Newcastle, Pa.
others from other parts of the
leav- Chapman
In Norway, Nov. 4. by Rev. M. C. Ward, Mr.
with comfortable chairs, Davenports £ ociation has ever held.
] jaseed from earth to a higher life,
Homeopathic Hospital, of Boston. Dr. A number of premiums were awarded
communicate
information
Merrill and Mlis Fannie M. Rich
further
Arthur
our
in
For
ranks, : !enas
j ng another vacant place
ind tables. High windows in the front
French will remain until after Thanksirdson, both of Norway.
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PREPARE YOURSELF

CONFIRMED PEOOF

Maine News Notes.

All village school· were closed during
the week owing to the prevalence of
diphtheria. The epidemic ia not going
very hard with those taken sick, and the
action of the local board of health is
promptand commendable. The quarantine in the various cases is strictly en-

AN KXACT DUPLICATE.
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to expect.
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Vice-Presidents—Cleon S. Osgood, Louts H.
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Veille III, H. P. Lyon, Geo. H. Chabot, Kobert
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Board of Governors— Hon. Waldo Pettenglll,
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One Pricc Clothier,

Norway,
Covrrlckt Han Schi*»»
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with rack and dump

One express wagon.
One mowing machine.
One sulky plow.
One corn planter.
One sielgh.
One riding wagon.
One disk narrow.
One cultivator.
One pair work harness.
One U. 8. cream separator and
One seed sower.
About 30 tons of pressed bay.

piece of last winter's clothing or
furnishings in this store. Everything new.

Not

one

I

attachment.

And many other farming tool· too numerous
to mention.
JOHN S. HARLOW,
Administrator of estate of Ferdinand P.
I
4M7
Macomber.
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I am obscur· and myatory hold.
Prefix a letter and they hold
A toothsome thins lor all, I'm told
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IL

Tm full of effort and of strife.
For me men almost give a Ufa
Prefix a letter and you see
Something of beauty good to tea

Home office, 54*4 Congress Street, Port-

land,

will be at bis Norway office, over C.
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Friday

month.

At Kurnford office
Eyes treated.

All work

fitted.

say you have a
good dinner if yon serve
a piece of flaky-crusted pie
(or dessert.
With William Tell Flour your
delipastry will be a marvel of
bread
cacy—your muffins, rolls and
light, tender and wholesome.

Glaneex

guaranteed.
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Excellent fruit and
west

slope,

pasture

cuts 40 tons

and

woodland

Tell Flour goes farthest.
Order today.

hay, plenty

William
Tell Flour

South-

farming

large

and

90-foot

amount of young growth.
1 mile to railroad.
barn.

and

Stock

tools if desired.
L. A. RICKER,
Bucktfeld, Me.

42tf
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For Sale by N. Dayton Bolster Co.

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

a

economy—William

It is also an

dairy farm,

located in South Hartford.

One of the days of the Oxford County Fair
man came into our bank and opened an ac-

count with us, making
good, substantial deposit, and said at the time that he did not think
a

him.
While at the fair he

was

of the

one

un-

had their pockets picked.
HE LEFT WITH US HE CAN

ones who

WHAT

GET ANY TIME.

pocket is

What

taken out of his

was

gone.

YOUR NEIGHBOR ALREADY HAS ONE.
WOULD

No. 1532.—Charade·.
L
My first hans* In my whole
And Is named In song and story;
My second Is the half of a useful dish
And the fate of the fish from the dory.
IL
My first from my whole is often made,
Man's comfort and his pleasure;
My second, earth that soft has stayed.
Sometimes has held a treasure

LIKE TO DO

IIL

word known to the Greek.
A lover It surely means;
My second stands one vowel alone
At the head and never leans;
My third an orucle found of old;
My fourth like my second must ba
My whole, a city of patriotism true.
In the pages of history see.
—Youth's Companion.
My first,

a

No.

1533.—Transposition·.

1. I am a word of four letters
ing: wicked. Transpose me and I still
Change the ormean the same thing.
der of my letters once more and I am

cup· of

CV^W

raw

TRUST
PARIS.

BUSINESS

pose me and this time I mean to send
forth.

1534.—Diagonal.

No.

This diagonal contains six words of
If the words are
letters each.
rightly guessed and written one below another in their correct order their
diagonal letters beginning with the top
left hand letter and ending with the
lower right hand letter will spell the
name of a small unimal whose fur is
very valuable. The crosswords are; 1.
six

2. Λ' piece of complete happiness. 3. Things that grow in a garden.
4. A wild fowl much relished for food.
5. A blossom. 0. An actor.

COMPANY.

I

What

proverb

is

Ε. Ν. SWEn SHOE CO.,

Norway, Maine.

Opera House Block,

Telephone 3S-3.

An Innovation in Oil Heaters
The Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater, with its
drums enameled in turquoise, is an ornament to any
room, whether in the country or city home.
No home » quite complete without a Perfection 03

necessity in the (all and spring, when it is too
warm to start tbe regular heating apparatus, ana too cool to be
without heat.

in

auxiliary

a

house.

Ο"»11;

s-s with

celery leave·.

POACHED EOGS.

Haw boiling «iwxi

Ρ™

('"Γ.iJrP^

«"ttt break

ss^sss
iU.^r.by.|'UtbewP.n
^«cooking

tb.

*tmM

at the

the egg·

skimmer remove tne egK»

w

macaroni souffle.

o^ÎcCped

t.«"SSful

little onion juice.

a

at" "*

prntaj

boiled macarool, chopped '«*>
then the jolk. 0 .«W

!<"d ï„d

μ™

ί."

-

j

COaree.

£"'°h',Swn

bîttoS baking

»

rolled apple

flourJ

.J

halfa

of .alt.

bsSSS

a

In the midst όί winter it is often convenient as
heater, as there are always some cold comers

The smnwhri heater akragn ixxjcaû a on appearance, as die
enamel wiB not tank cc bum οί. H is Dot » "enamel paint," but it
is (ha «me at the enamel el your cooking utrnA,

The Perfection is the most reliable and convenient portable heating

device yoo can find. An aolomaticaQp-locking flame
tanning the wicà high mnugh to anoke.

^reader

prevents

a

1 merely satd. "I'm agent here."
5. I dare say everybody knows
The game I'm going to propose.

S5GSSHS

feïSSi
ί' buttered baking p»n.

SfFsrSSSS
",ΐϊΒ^Ι
Put

a

0*ki°0rPt«"n"'<b«0h

mix

CBANBKRKV

Cook

one

mold. gold. wink.
No. 1525.—Homonym: Axis, deer—ax

is dear.
No. 1526.—Word Square: Play, lane.
Anna, year.
No. 1527.—Pictured Word: F. arm, a,

■ea—pharmacy.

1528.—Charades: 1. Base, ball—
baseball. 2. (ïlad. I. a. tor—gladiator.
No. 1529.—Numerical Eulgina: UnawNo.

iug. hang. vain.
tou Irving.

art.

sin.

smash.** be mourned.
Then be opened the envelope. But It
wedwas only the announcement of a
ding that bad taken place the week
And he found In the same
before.
cover a check for $5.
It was then that be recalled a bet
made with a friend years before. Tbe

conditions were that the one first mar
rled should pay the other $5.—Indianapolis News.

Th· Greatest Traveler.
the
By migrating from pole to pole
arctic teru becomes the greatest traveler In the world and also manages to
enjoy more duyligbt than any othei
bird. It has been found nesting withWhen the
in 500 miles of the pole.

young are grown the entire family
leave for the south and some months
later are found skirting the edges of
the anturctlc. As the daylight seuson

draws to a close In the far south the
long journey north Is undertaken.

And Upside Down at That
''Where does this truln stop next?"
asked tbe nervous traveler on un un
certain railway.
"Well, boss." replied the porter,
"dnr's three washouts nn' some bad
track right along here, an' she's liable
mos' any place mos' any minto

stop

Star.

Experienced.

nurse Is quite remarkable. She made a man 1 know cough
up a brass tack at the hospital."
"That's nothing to what she can do.
She made the young doctor she's engaged to cough up a diamond ring."—

"That trained

Baltimore American.

Young Man—So Miss Ethel Is your
oldest sister. Who comes after her?
Small Brother—Nobody ain't come
vet, but pa says the first follow that
oomes can have her.-Exchange.
A Kitchen Jar.
Susan. I've come down to
Servant—I'd much rather
you.
I'm very
didn't, please, mum.

Lady

help

JKLLT.

quart ol cranberries and

—

busy today.

one

That stops

it

muat be lifted several times, to
avoid tbe "boiling over" of tbe fruit.
Set a gravy strainer into the top of a
deep dish—part of a double boiler ia appropriate—Into wbicb it eta, and with a
wooden pestle press tbe pulp tbrougb
tbe strainer, leaving tbe akina. Into tbe
pulp stir two cups of sugar, and continue
to atir until tbe sugar is melted, then
pour into a diab.

cover

ingredients.
TEN

POUND FBUIT CAKE.

of butter (2 cups), one
pound of sugar (2 cnps), yolka of 12
egg*· two cups of molasses, one pound
(4 cups) of sifted flour, one teaspoonful
of cloves, two teaspoonfuls of cinnamon,
one
teatwo teaspoonfuls of mace,
spoonful of soda, whites of twelve eggs,
two pounds of seeded raisins, two
pounds of sliced citron, two and a half
pounds of currants, one-fourth of a
pound of candied orange peel, one-fourth
of a pound of blanched almonds. Beat
the butter to a cream; beat in tbe sugar,
the yolks of eggs, beaten light, tbe molasses, flour sifted with the soda and
apices, tbe wbitea of eggs beaten dry,
and, lastly, tbe fruit and nuts. This
may be baked in two houra and forty
minutes in two tube
pans 8 Inches in
diameter. Tbe cake will be three Incbee
One

pound

coughs quickly and

cure*

"How did that murder trial come out?"
"In the usual way. The defendant,
two bailiffs and several of tbe witnesses
are going on the stage."

Warren Street, New Tork.

fuzzy hat.

my son," replied the sarcastic
parent; "I am merely afraid the picture·
in eaob package will spoil your artistic
taste."

"No,

There is little danger from a cold or
of the grip
from an attack
except
when followed by pneumonia, and this

happens
Cough Remedy
never

when

Chamberlain's

is used. This remedy
has won its great reputation and extensive sale by its remarkable cures of colds
and grip and can be relied upon with implicit confidence. For sale by the Cbas.
H. Howard Co., South Paris.

"After all," observes the thoughtful
man, "there's always a lot of difference
between expectation and realization."
"You bet," answers the man with the
chenille whiskers. "For instance, reading a seed catalogue in the spring and
looking at your garden in the fall."
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
Seems beayier when be has a weak back
Fred
and kidney trouble.
Duehren,
Mail Carrier at Atchison, Kas., says: "I
have been bothered with kidney and
bladder trouble and had a severe pain
Whenever I carried a
across my back.
heavy load of mail, my kidney trouble
increased. Some time ago I started takiog Foley's Kidney Pills and since taking them I have gotten rid of all my kidney trouble and am as sound now as
ever." A. E. Shurtleff
Co., South
Paris; S. E. Newell A Co., Paris.
"She's as pretty as a picture," said
the young man.
"Yes," replied the young woman, with
a glance at her rival's complexion, "and
hand-painted, too."

pleased to recommend Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as the best
thing I know of and safest remedy for
soughs, cold and bronchial trouble,"
irrite· L. B. Arnold of Denver, Colo.
"We have used it repeatedly and it has
For sale by
never failed to give relief."
"I am

the Chas. H. Howard Co., South Paris.

Nell—Mr. Flaxman Is unusually stingy.
Bell—I should say so.
Why, he
wouldn't laugh at a joke unless it was at

lomebody

else's expense.

J. E. Parker, 2021 No. 10th Street, Ft.
Smith, Ark., aays that be bad taken
many kinda of kidney medicine, but did
or—Wuahingnot get better until he took Foley Kidney
thick.
In keeping fruit cake the two things Pilla. No matter how long vou bave
had kidney trouble, you will find quick
to guard against are dryness and mould.

COUGHING AT NIGHT

«

Keep for

a

time in a close-covered tin

how the winter of 1777-8
of hardship, hunger and sufferlug for Washington and his army.
Each army had spies and messenΛ mer lea u citizens shut up in
gers.
Philadelphia sympathized with Washbut could do little to help him
too.

you.

was oue

ington.

sf

because the British watched tbem

closely.

The American advance guard was at
time about halfway between Valley Forge and Philadelphia. Major
Talmadge had charge of a detachment
of American cavalry that ventured as
near to the enemy as Germantown.
only seven miles from Philadelphia.
Once Major Talmadge got word in a
one

way to be on the lookout
for a young country girl who had taken a basket of eggs Into Philadelphia
to sell them. Major Talmadge was to

myeterious

ind permanent

benefit by the

use

of

Lumberman'· Slang.
No other industry, perhaps, furnish ee
and Inter·
bo ixiAiiy original, peculiar
technl«sting words and phrases of a
cal-cuni-slangy nature as the lumber
tracte,
industry of Canada. Timber
into "limite"
says Canada, are divided
The growing timber on a
or "births."
of a
tract is a "stand" and the contents
"stand" are measured in "feet"—a
"foot" being a board one foot square
not α cubic foot.
by one inch thick and
To make α survey of α stand of timber
the
5s to "cruise" it, the man who does
work is a "cruiser," and his report
Trees are
"cruise."
thereon is a
"failed," and the man who "falls"
A man who
them is α "sawyer."
works in a lumber camp is knuwn as
a

"lumberjack"

or

"shanty

man."

When going up to camp he speaks of
Timber
going "up to the shanties."
111
tracts that ^have suffered from the
be
effects of forest fires are said to
"brooly," which is, of course, a cor-

ruption

of "brule" (burnt).

The Glowworm.
α
The glowworm is not a worm, but
sperles of beetle, to which the common ilrefly or lightning bug is closely
The true glowworm is the
related.
female and Is without wings. Its

short legs and long body give It a
vermiform appearance, and it can
withdraw its trlnngular head into its
The adult insect feeds but lit-

peck.'
Intercept her when she came out and tle. Indeed, there is reason to supget the news she would be conveying
not feed
pose that the adult male does
back to the Revolutionary officers. She
at all. The larva, on the other hand.
Germanthe
would be coming along
Is carnivorous and devours small moltown road. Innocent looking enough—so
luscs, either dead or alive. The light
Innocent that none could suspect he.
the glowworm comes
out by
given
of being on a secret service mission
from a yellowish substance located
for General Washington.
on the underside of the abdomen.
Anxious to meet the girl and get her
Though this light appears to glow
most
left
Information, Major Talmadge
steadily, it is really intermittent, conad
of his men at Germantown and
sisting of flashes in quick succession,
vanced with only a few of them toBesides the
about 100 to a minute.
ward Philadelphia. He stopped at a
ordinary light rays, Rontgen rays are
Soon
waited.
and
tavern
road
small
ernili.'d.
he saw the innocent looking young
girl coming toward the tavern. lie
waited till she reached

It and came

forwaru to n.eet her. She was just going to tell him what she had heard
when, lo, up the road, full tilt, llekety
split, toward them galloped a company
Major Talmadge
of British cavalry.
had ventured Just a little too near the
enemy's lines in his anxiety for in-

of men Hod
formation. His handful
toward Germantown us fast as their
horses could carry them, the British
tearing after them. The Americans
were so few that it would have been
sheer craziness to do anything else

horse

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 Jefferson St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I can
recommend Foley's Honey and Tar Compound as a sure cure for coughs and
colds. It cured my daughter of a bad
cold and my neighbor, Mrs. Benson,
cured herself and her whole family with
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Everyone in our neighborhood speaks
highly of it." A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
South Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
colds is

patriot

Major Talmadge Jumped upon his

A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE

"Ton object to my smoking cigarettes
boiling water, In a covered dleb,
quick fire until tbe akins burat. because you think tbey will injure my
will take aix or eigbt minutée, and tbe health?'1 said the young man with the

cup of

WASHINGTON.

Every child bus no doubt learned by
heart how General Washington left
his headquarters at Valley KorgeJune
18-19. 177Û. and marched against the
British at 1'hlladetphiu and how that
was the beginning of victory for the
Your history has told
army.

than run away.

over a

of tea resemble a handsome youug other
girl? Because it is ln-tea-restlng.

Key to Puzzledom.
1522.-Concealed Word Square:
able. ills. nest.
1523.-Uiddle: A postage stamp.
1524.—Zigrag Puzzle: Swallow.
Crosswords: Soap. owls. flat. fool,

a

Many requests from catarrh sufferers
who use atomizers have caused us to put
up Liqnid Cream Balm, a new and convenient form of Ely's Cream Balm, the
only remedy for Catarrh which can always be depended on. In power to allay inflammation, to cleanse the clogged
air-passages; to promote free, natural
breathing, the two forms of Cream Balm
are alike.
Liquid Cream Balm is sold by
all druggists for 75 cents, Including
spraying tube. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56

ORANGE MARMALADE.
No. 1537.—Postman'· Bag.
Take one dozen oranges and four
1. A kind of figured cotton cloth lost
two letters and became a suggestion.
lemon·; cut each frnit in quartera and
2. A stone used lu Jewelry lost three Hlice the quarters through pulp and rind
as thin as possible, discarding all seeds.
letters and became a poisonous serWeigh the prepared fruit, and to each
pent.
pound add three pints of cold water. Set
3. A keen censorious writing lost aside for
twenty-four hours. Let boil
two letters and becuine to weary.
geutly until the rind is perfectly tender
(it will take six or more hours), then set
aside until the next day.
No. 1538.—Hidden Flower·.
Weigh tbe
O'er field and fen .Nellie hunted flow- material and to each pound add one
Let cook until it thickers.
Shy Pat I call, and bere be pound of sugar.
The
to bold up the peel.
Sane money making is not ens enough
comes.
mixture will thicken still more on coolfrenzied finance. Seated high ou dais
and care must be taken not tn cook it
The leaf has an erose ing
you will be.
too much. Stir occasionally, while cookedge.
ing, to avoid burning. Store in jars.
With a small hard wood board upon
which to rest the fruit and a tbin, aharp
Conundrum·.
When are oysters like fretful wives? knife, the slicing is quickly done.
As tbe marmalade is made by weight,
When lu a stew.
number orangea may be need, allowWhy is an orange like a church any one lemon
for each three or four
ing
steeple? Because we get a peel from orangea.
Use all tbe water designated.
It.
When bitter marmalade ie desired, soak
What flowers are always under a tbe orange seeds overnight in cold water,
(two
lipsi.
nose?
Tulips
let
cook an hour or more and add the
person's
Why does a spoon reclining in a cup water drained from the seeds to tbe

No.
Rain,
No.
No.

letter of the wedding InThat was the fifth be
bad received this season, and be bad
begun to wonder whether he bad any
friends left In tbe single state.
"Another five dollar bill busted to

mall box

A GIRL HELPS

vitation type.

vou

eether in

felt
his

Diplomatic.

dumplings.

tewpoonful

A
Qla

light. ute."—Washington

ESrfFS^'.0.^

pictured?

trap, I do declare
2. My book tells of a Roman knight
Who went forth eager for the light
1 Whose cap?
O. Larry's, you might
know!
He always likes to make a show.
1 What caused those boys to disappear?
1'U set

an

table· poontul·,

utea.

No. 1536.—Concealed Word Square.
[One word concealed In each couplet.]
1. The mouse did give me such a scare.

k is

^

by

description.

Healer,

Jj.

peanut butteb and fbuit holm.

price

'

r^j

six to ten minute·.

MAINE.

the best surgeons for flat feet, broken
and
other troubles caused bv flat feet,
of
foot
all
kinds
and
troubles,
arches
and have them in stock. The
for
them
the
secured
We
have
&c.
agency
for both Men and Women is $$.00. Send for pamphlet for a full

recommended

nea

«""οΓολΪ
Z>J£™d\a

GROUND GRIPPER BOOTS
For Men and Women.
are

or^

svess a »ί ζ iziï

rap

These Boots

Jhed

should be »
meuured after cooking,

mean-

No. 1535.—Rebus Puzxl·.

SOUTH

of toaat

ηο

something to wear.
2. 1 am something that is always going. but never returning. Transpose
me aud I am very small.
Again trans cheese bae been etlrred.

WITH YOU.

PARIS

tendM an

fouf |Uoea
egg· the"
pownea eg*
the ow
of
«enerou. cap

**Λ^
four
and

lightly

A bug

HAVE YOU A DEPOSIT WITH US Ρ
WE

boiling water ont»
la nearly

No. 1531.—Diamond.
·»
"
»b. celery loto
My first Is a consonant. My second
ll the lion's home.
My third is to ,„«.od w become
lure.
My fourth is a slight shake of
the head.
My fifth is sometimes a
with butter, pour
•pread
voweL

it best to carry round too much money with

fortunate

cilibt. win

St"

He win

following
'2od Friday

of each

of each month.

Law

"ôd wiSl· ?» ïbioî SMS-i

V. Ridlon'· «tore, Main Street,

and the third

1530.—Rhymad

No.

RwlpM.

Surprit·.
young man li Indianapolis
heart sink as be' pulled from
A Pleasant

so

that he could run too.

But

Cure.
The Cause of Goids and a Safecolds
is

A common cause of man;
the sudden checking of the unconscious
perspiration by exposure to a change of
Colds, whether taking the

temperature.

form of Coryza with sneezing, running
with
nose, and perhaps sore throat, or
chilly and feverish symptoms, should
never be
neglected in the earliest
stages, serious illness often results
from such neglect.
It is well to get early to bed, to get
the body well wanned, and most important to have the bowels move freely.
There is no safer or better remedy to
use at the beginning of a cold than
"L. F." Atwood's medicine. Two to
four teaspoonfuls will quickly relieve
congested conditions, drive out impurities from the system and ward off further trouble. Always keep a bottle in
the house. Any dealer will supply yon
for thirty-five cents. If you have
never used them, write today for a free

Slab

and you can five It. It Is la
them
jroar power to make
Tigoroo»—to «end them out
1b life physically fit to play
their part aa student* or
workers. How? By firing
them, when young, that test
offamlly medicines—Dr. True'·
Elixir. It cures constipation,
bUliousnsas, nervousness.
It tones the stomach, restores lost
appétits, enriches the blood and

Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal.

mike· good health a permanency.
All dealers.
Expels all worms.
Me., Μ·., SI.00.
Λ
âafcnr·, Me.
TRUI
P.
CO.,
OB. J.

A.W.WALKER&SON,

TRUE'S

South Paris, Maine.

ELIXIR

PARKERS

Orel

Free!

Free!

Free!

BALSAM

HAIR

,
Clean»*· and W
u< hah I
Promote· a loxuriaot p™»
*·»·*
l° Bastore
.*·}»·
to
Hair
its Youthful Color 1
Cum xa!p d.KiMi * ualr t. f/

Th· Family Luathra
and Worm Modioin·

A KING ΚΙΝΕΟ RANCE.

$2 Down and $2 a Month
The person

bringing

ADVERTISEMENT,

the

largest

number of this ENTIRE

cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, Norway,
Thursday, April 10, 1912, at 3 p. in.,

will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at $60.00.
FREE. Ask your friends to begin saving this advertisement
4
4
for you.

lust us he was starting he felt something beside him clutching him and
heard η girlish voice bogging protection. in his hurry he had forgotten all
about the poor girl who had brought
the important information, aud be was sample to the L. F. Medicine Co., Fortgoing to leave her behind to be cap land. Maine.
tured by the British. lie held out his
Houses for Sale.
hand to her.
Two new houses on High Street, South
"Get up behind me quick, nurry!'

The

Best

Separator Today

fa

is the

U. S. Cream

Separator

You do not care who invented the cream separator —or
which separator was first in th? field.
Yo'i want to know which is the best separator today
—which is the most improved.
The United States Separator has demonstrated its fTv~f
absolute and complete superiority over all other si-paνγ-.ι·'·-·/
It holds the World's Record for closest
rators.

jrj

One six rooms and bath, the
Paris.
he said to her.
with four acres of land.
She didn't need to be told twice, fot other six rooms,
House sold with or without laod. .Easy
already the ei\em.v's cavalry was with
terms if desired.
in shooting distance. Quick as a wink
M. L. NOYRS, South Paris.
30tf
she was up. The major touched his
spurs to the horse's sides, and awaj
went like the wind toward Ger

*'-±êÙ, I

skimming.

It was awarded the only Grand Prize at Seattle,
1909.
Don't buy any sep irator until you have
asked us about the United States.
Better ask TODAY.

they

mantown.
A ride of three miles was before
them, the brave horse carrying double,
shots ringing out bang, bang, bang, behind them every step of the way. It
was an exciting ride enough, you will

Cord Wood,

MitbtrsI Y««r Children
HmH Help

■']

I/

,'j

iLi

«ΛΙ

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT.

of the
agree. But fortunately not one
bullets struck the fleeing trio—horse
girl and man—and they reached Ger
I
All through the
mantown In safety.
IMPROPERLY FITTED GLASSES
ride the young heroine was as cool and
calm as a veteran soldier.
Frequently produce immeasurable
So General Washington got the girl barm. My glasses are all made to order,
secret agent's news ufter all. It is tot from prescriptions carefully written
examination.
bad nobody took pains to preserve the following painstaking
Scientific study and research, supplename of the heroine who rendered such
wide
mented by
experience, qualify me
splendid service to George Washington to diagnose correctly and to fit your
at Valley Forge.
eyes with precision.
Call for examination.
My equipment
and methods insure satisfaction.

THERE IS NO CASE OP

S. RICHARDS.

INDIGESTION, CONSTIPATION,
RHEUMATISM,

l. S. BILLINGS

see

Lumber

FOR

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
OUR

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing.
other makes, but Paroid is the best.

BLOOD OR SUN DISEASE

There

are

arising from a disordered stomach, bowels,
or kidneys which

liver

"SEVEN BARKS"

80UTH PARIS. ME.
will not materially benefit, or permanently
cure ; this has been proven for the past 42
Bankrupt's Petition for
years. Ask your parents, or neighbors, In the matter of
)
have
as
thousands
about SEVEN BARKS,
LESTEIt C. JOHNSON,
\ In Bankruptcy. I
Bankrupt. ;
testified to its merits. Don't delay to get a
60 cent bottle at your druggist, and start To the Hon. Clakence Hai.e, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District |
yourself on the road to complete recovery. of Maine :
LYMAN BBOWN, 68 Murray SL, New York.N.Y,
C. Johnson of Hebron, In the County
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represent* that on the
'23th day of Marcfi, last past, he was duly
FREE IF IT FAILS
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
SOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU ARE NOT and has fully compUea with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
SATISFIED WITH THE MEDICINE WE his bankruptcy.
*
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
RECOMMEND.
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exby law from such discharge.
We are so positive that oar remedy cepted
Dated this 25th day of October, A. D. 1911.
«rill permanently relieve constipation, no
LESTER C- JOHNSON, Bankrupt.
matter how chronic it may be, that we
OBDEK OF NOTICK TIIERKOX.
at
our
ex- District of Maine, ss.
}ffer to furnish tbe medicine
On this 2Sih day of Oct., A. D. 1911, on readpense should it fall to produce satising the foregoing petition. It Is
factory results.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
It is worse than useless to attempt to upon the same on the 8th dav of Dec., A. D.
jure constipation with cathartic drugs. 1911, before said Court at Portland, In said Disin the forenoon ; and that noLaxatives or cathartics do much barm, trict, at 10 o'clock
tice thereof be published in the Oxford Demofbey cause a reaction, irritate and weak- crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
3n the bowels and tend to make consti- that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
pation more chronic. Besides, their usel and
show cause, If any they have, why the
jecomes a habit that is dangerous.
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It is further ordered by the Court, That
Constipation is caused by a weakness
mall to all known cred)f the nerves and muscles of the large the Clerk shall send by
itors copies of said petition and this order, adntestine or descending colon. To ex- dressed to them at their places of residence at
pect permanent relief you must there- stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakence Hale, Judge of
lore tone up and strengthen these organs
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
ind restore them to healthier activity. In said District, on the 28th day of Oct., A. D.
We want you to try Rexall Orderlies 1911.
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
>n our recommendation.
They are. ex- λ[L.S.]
true copy of petition and order thereon.
ieedingly pleasant to take, being eaten
Attest: JAMES K. HEWEY,Clerk.
Ike candy, and are ideal for children,
lelicate persons and old folks, us well as
or the robust.
They act directly on
;be nerves and muscles of tbe bowels.
THE
They apparently have a neutral action
aho
>n other associate organs or glands,
rhey do not purge, cause excessive
ooeeness, nor create any inconvenience
w,th
vbatever. They may be taken at any
1 ilme, day or night.
Tbey will positively

Discharge.
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BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

L. S.

C. E. TOLMAN & CO.,
Pythian Block,
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me.

New Baxter Buihli

INSURANCE,

PORTLAND,

PIANOS & ORGANS.

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

If you have not found wbat you
want for a Cdrv look at the
Oxford Cbunty

Agents

Dr.

King's
New Discovery

μ κ.

sleep which is bad for reoeptacle, then change to a close-cover- Foley Kidney Pill·. Start taking them
1 elieve chronic or habituai constipation,
everyone. Foley'· Honey and Tar Com- ed earthen jar: coutinue tbe um of these now. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Parla;
f not of surgical variety, and the myrat
relieves
Paria.
A
the
Ε.
3.
Newell
onoe,
congh
Co.,
pound stop·
dishes as tbe oondition of tbe cake IndiEuy Ter·· and Low Price·,
ads of associate or dependent chronic
throat
in
the
and
the
dryness
tickling
cate·.
•a Acre· 1b South Gray, near «ood neighbor·,
Mrs. B.—That nurae-girl ia aensible; ι kilments, if taken with regularity for a
On Une and heals the
inflamed
membranes.
is a car that 1s built upon honor
TONIC IN ACTION
QUICK IN BKSULT· good water, near church and schools.
ELIOT PUDDING.
ibe won't allow any one to kits the baby ι easonable length of time. 12 tablets, 10
new electric road. A great chance to keep hen· Prevents a cold
into bronchideveloping
50
80
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE, and raise email fruits, 10 in Ilea to Portland.
25
tablets,
36
cents;
tablets,
lents;
and .you will receive every penny's
AND AU. THBOAT AND LUNB TROUBLES.
One scant oupful of suet, one capful of while she's near.
tis or pneumonia. Keep always in tbe
Mr. B.—No on· would want to while sents. Sold In South Paris onl^^t our
E. flour, one cupful of augar, one oupful of
Α.
house.
Refuse substitutes.
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE
H.
GUARANTEED
SATISFACTORY
Store.
Rexall
Tbe
worth
o£ value that you pay for·
nore
near.
ibe
was
^Bs. 40 OK MONET REFUNDED.
Acre· In Yarmouth, on bank of Royal River, Sburtleff Co., South Pari·; S. E. Newell bread orumbs, two cnpfnls of chopped
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of tfa· oa15 good itmil iust out of the Tillage, good Λ
loward Co.
one-half teaspoonful of salt, oneParia.
Co.,
apples,
is
"I do not believe there
any other
orchard, two good hen house·, flae shade trees,
half of a nutmeg, one egg. Mix tbe dry
AThe prices have not been reduced,
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of tfae good lawn, cottage bouse six rooms, beet of
medicine ao good for whooping cough
water, near steam and electric can, schools and
"Darling," be murmured, "what ever ingredients thoroughly, then gradually is Cbamberlaln'a
60 YEARS'
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY churches. 1 mile to the sea. A pretty place.
Cough Remedy" writes
«-Ρ for
Induced you to care for a fellow like add egg well beaten; the suet and tbe
they can't be; nor can they on
EXPERIENCE
lira. Francis Turpin, Junction City,
Best of neighbor*.
me?"
IRREGULARITIES. A poaitive boon to
apples make tbe pudding moist enotufh 3re. Tbia
ia alao unsurpassed
car
remedy
worth its price. Look it up!
any
Eat
"I really don't know, George," she re- when cooked; steam two hours.
For colds and oronp. For sale by the
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
me to a with hard or liquid sanoe.
send
The
to
addition
"Pa
threatens
Yarmouth,
of
out
beautiful
Acre·
just
Tillage
plied.
4
3haa. H. Howard Co., South Paris.
Almost new brain
electric light in front of the house.
of any further moisture make· tbe podPEOPLE and for WOMEN.
specialist."
bulkltnge, best of spring water in the house,
ON
Stir thoroughly.
soggy.
ding
man
a
for
handy to eTerythlag. A Une chance
Ν AVI HIQHKST RECOMMENDATION
He—I'd juat like to know what you
MXINR
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabProprietor·
with a little money to keep hens and work In the
ENGLISH MONK ET.
mean by being engaged to both George
Ε A. DaΊν βΠ Waahinjrton St., ConnerarUlei mills. Will exchange for larger farms, Tllllage lets do not sicken or gripe, and may be
lad ia in hi*Kth year, lie writes us: "I have or city property.
stale
bread
one
ind
me
at
once?
One
ornmbs,
oup
the
most
cup
taken with perfect safety by
Disions
latal/ «uffered jch from mj kidne»* and blad·
She—Why, there'a no barm In it.
der I had severebaekuchea and my kidney actioa I
delicate woman or the youngest child. milk, one tablespoonfal of batter, oneCopyriomts Ac.
F\ A. KNIQHT,
FOR SPRING AND
one-half oup soft Neither one of you can afford to marry
vat too frequent, causing m· to lose mac h ale··
The old and feeble will also find them a balf teaspoonful salt,
there
was
constant
Box
bladder
and
ia
K,
at night,
my
and miid cheese cut in small pieoes, one egg. me, you know.
MAINS. moat suitable remedy for aiding
yain. I took Fo1er Kidney Pill· for sum· time, YARMOUTH VILLE,
of cayenne. Soak bread
aad am bow fraa or all trouble and aaaia abla to 13tf
■trengthenlng their weakened digestion a few grains
^n0r.k't^NDiÔOK
For coughing, dryneu, and tickling In
be ap aad aroand. Foley Kidney Pilla bave mj
snd for regulating the bowels. For sale crumb· fifteen minute· in milk. Melt
asaiÏSS'î'cKSi.
aïs
add obeeae, and when the cheese the throat, hoarseness and all coughs
butter,
sonoc.
Sonth
without chare·, In th·
H.
Howard
the
Chas.
Co.,
naUe*,
ό close out odd patterns and clean
by
tfKUU
South Parla.
A. K. 8HUBTLBFF A CO..
ha· melted, add soaked crumb·, egg ind oolds, take Foley'· Honey aud Tar
be
that
Pari·.
notice
subscriber
The
hereby gîtes
Parla.
S. Β. NEWELL A CO..
Let us take your order NOW for the Latest
•lightly beaten and seasoning·. Cook Compound. Contain· no opiates. A.
stock.
nas been duly appointed administrator of the
'ip
three minute· and pour over toasted S. Shurtleff Co., South Pari·. S. Z.
OitllO of
that
a
bank
In
I
should
"If
11,000
put
BRNJAM1N R. BRYANT late of Lowell.
crackers whleh have been spread spar- Newell A Co., Paris.
and Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in white
vmt : four months, $L
Massachusetts, deceased, and gtTen bonds paid compound interest at the rate of 8
WANTED !
with butter.
All person· having deas the law direct·.
it take for the ingly
would
cent
how
time
the
long
Mr·.
remember
per
Knagger—I
New
mand· against the estate of said deceased are
"It never would
Apprentices to leArn Millinsry. desired
BICE AND NUT BABBIT.
«rheo you were just crazy to marry me.
and
to present the same for settlement, and principal to doubler"
Tissue de Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc
bjr'BU Waibtavtoo· α c
bank would bust."
didn't
The
1
all Indebted thereto are requested to nuke pay- double.
but
In
do
of
botter
a
Mr.
to
one
Melt
I,
Knagger—So
tablespoonful
Apply
meat Immediately.
FRANK O. BRYANT.
obafing dish or sauoepan, add one table- realise It at the time.
Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
H. M. TAYLOR,
For Sale.
ELLRRY C. PARK, Agent. BACKACHE, HEADACHE, NERVOUS· spoonful of floor and mix thoroughOct. 17th. 1911.
of
on·
Norway, Me.
add
then
onpfol
cheat
or
For
tb·
aide
In
gradually
dampen
Corner Main and Danforth Stt.,
NESS
ly,
palni
!
In fact, it costs you nothing to look at 1000
Green gray birch cord wood.
When smooth ι piece of flannel with Chamberlain'·
both in men and milk, stirriog constantly.
tod rheumatism,
and creamy pot In one-balf oopfol of Liniment and bind It on over the aeat of
B. M. GREELY,
ivomeo, mean kidney trouble. Do not
Desirable Stand For Sale in
New
or dairy cheese, cut Id small pain.
Fabrics, at
Thar· U nothing better. For
illow It to progress beyond tbe reach of factory
NORWAY.
MAINE.
D.
add tale by the Chaa. H. Howard Co., Soath
F.
Is
R.
until
this
a, South Parie, Me.
stir
and
melted;
Also
South Paris.
Material.
pieoes,
V
With the Best of Plumbing
medicine, bat stop it promptly with
one-half a cupfnl offoooked rioe and one- Pari·.
AND A HALP 3TOBT HOUSE, suitaFoley Kidney Pills. They regulate the third of a
oopfol of ohopped pecan meats.
ble for either oae or two men. Nice stable
1
ONE
of tbe urinary organs. Tonio in
kctlon
Gasoline
Install
Engines
Pumping
Four
He—Oh, but you mustn't blame ma
44 «sat loait. » foot addition tor »tora«e.
Season with salt and p«pper and when it
In results. A. E. Sburtleff
lotion,
quick
to Ave acre· of good tillage land and pasture for
know.
hot
bat[or
on
MA|N··
for Water Supply*
is all blended together serve
my aooeetors, you
NORWAY,
two cow». AU ia good repair aad will be sokl
1
Do., Sonth Parte; S. E. Newell à Co.,
She—I don't I blame them for you. I

Foley Kidney Pills
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Mean· loss of
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Wool
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Plumbing

L. M. LONQLBY.

NORWAY. MAIN· Parte.

York
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Carpets

Scientific American.-

N

tysism

on

A LOW PRICE

Chas. F. Ridlon,

SUMMER,

1000

Samples.

Colors,
Waistings,

Spring

M ERR ITT WELCH,

tend tout.

